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Kaleidoscope Gathering is a completely non

-partisan gathering.  We are open to people 

of all faiths,  religions,  cultures,  genders 

and sexual orientations.   

 

While some of our workshops and rituals 

do refer to the teachings and philosophies 

of various schools of thought,  we are not 

in any way officially aligned with any of 

these beliefs or institutions.  

Field and Forest Fact 
Biologists have found that mosquitos 

are more attracted to people who don‘t 

read this program from cover to cover. 
 

Also angry woodwoses. 
 

Which are scarier than mosquitoes… really… 

 

Spare yourself the suffering of woodwose bites.  

Read the program. Please. If not for your own sake, 

do it for the medics. They hate treating woodwose bites. 
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It amazes us each year, the skill and dedication of the community members and volun-

teers that teach and give to one another to create this amazing festival. This is a special 

year, since it is the 25th anniversary of KG.   

The theme for this year's gathering is Field and Forest. Since the early Middle Ages 

―field and forest‖ has been used as a poetic phrase that evokes the spirit and bounty of 

the natural world. In the modern age, we invoke these spirits and their bounty into our 

lives to celebrate High Summer and the Lammas-tide, to glory in our connection to the 

boundless circle of life. The fields and forests are where our ancestors‘ herds fed on 

fallen acorns, where the hart fell to the arrow, where the furrows were plowed, where 

the corn swayed in the breeze. The sylvan and pastoral Gods and Goddesses, and super-

natural entities of the field and forest have been humanity‘s companions from time im-

memorial; from Silvanus, to Inanna, to Diana, to Freyr and Gerð, to the elves and the 

fey folk, to the Green Man and the Moonlit Lady.  

Much is planned for the festival this year. The Stag King and Trials of Artemis are festi-

val traditions, as are the Rainbow Pride Parade, the Men, Women‘s, and Third Gender 

rituals, and … of course ... the Bardic Competition. The Munchkinland Children's pro-

gramming will be brimming with fun for the wee anklebiters. There will be concerts, 

including local Pagan acts, a Celtic group, world beat drumming, and a blast from the 

past … an Andean band. The main ritual is an eclectic kaleidoscope echoing remem-

brances of rituals past. Also, be prepared for the folkloric tradition of the Wild Man of 

the forest, the Woodwose, and the accompanying Wood Boys and Wood Girls. The 

Woodwose gang, the Charity Auction and Prosperity Ritual will again be collecting 

money to support our neighbours, the Eganville Foodbank. 

All this and we have not even gotten to the vast plethora of workshops on a bewildering 

array of fantastically interesting and fortuitously enlightening Pagan, Heathen, Magickal 

and esoteric spiritual paths and traditions! KG is what you, individually, make of it – it 

is a ‗Choose Your Own Adventure.‘ As Lady Pamela always said, ―Everyone has some-

thing to share, everyone has something to learn.‖ Hail the volunteers! 

Trance with the stars to the beat of the drum around the fire until the wee hours or go to 

bed early to rise and hike through the Spiral in the woods to the sound of birds. Lie in 

the sun serenaded by the sound of splashing in the river or search for herbs in the fields. 

Commune with spirits and gods at a Sacred Well or contemplate the whispering leaves 

of the forest trees in the Birch Grove. Sit and chat with new friends and old. 

Make merry. … Welcome home to the fields and forests of Raven‘s Knoll 

and to the kaleidoscope of people that is the joyous community of this 

gathering. 

With bright blessings, in frith, all my relations, 

Austin ‗Auz‘ Lawrence, 

Maryanne ‗MA‘ Pearce 

Welcome home to the Kaleidoscope Gathering! 
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Things to Know 

RULES: The rules of KG are on the back cover of this program. Read them yet? No? 

Well go read them! Ok, you can finish this section first. THEN go read them. 

Fires:  Fire safety is everyone's responsibility. Absolutely no campfires or 

open flames in the pine forests. Personal fires are permitted in some areas; 

please check with Badger, Auz or Brendan if you if you want a personal 

fire. You must have your own firebowl. Please be very careful with lan-

terns and gas stoves. No charcoal BBQs or naptha stoves permitted. If 

you smoke, always dispose of your butts safely—one smoldering butt can cause a forest 

fire! There is a fire safety warning meter in front of the Rookery to inform you if a 

campfire ban has gone into effect. 

LED & fancy-dancy lights: Flying Monkeys are always on the lookout for unattended 

candles, but they are easily fooled by fancy LED candles. It can be annoying to have 

them coming by to ask about it all week. SO … we have a new coloured tag that can be 

clipped (clip provided) to your set-up so that monkeys can see it is awesomely safe. If 

you see a monkey walking by, flag them down and get a tag, clip and high five!  

Firepit ettiquette: For both new-comers and alumni, the drumming and dancing fire pit 

is one of the highlights of the festival for many. There are several pretty basic etiquette 

rules that you should be aware of:  

1. Many people are barefoot, so no glass bottles at any of the bonfires. There will be 

empty pop bottles at the entrance to the dancing fire to pour glass-bottled drinks 

into before recycling the glass and entering the firepit.  

2. If you are dancing, don‘t smoke. Lit cigarettes and bare skin don‘t mix.  

3. Screaming and yelling are not part of the dancing and drumming experience, and 

disturb campers and neighbours in ways the lovely sound of drums do not. Exces-

sive noise/yelling is not appropriate, especially at 3 in the morning!  

4. Libate the drummers (and dancers—and Fire Keepers). Drumming and dancing is 

hard, hot, thirsty work. Bottles of water passed around are very much appreciated.  

5. If you are dancing or standing around remember to allow space for a second circle 

of dancers to form, if required.  This is where the faster dancers and meditative or 

trancing dancers usually circle. 

6. Please do mind the Fire Keepers, and don‘t forget to say thank-you and hello once 

in a while—Fire Keeping is a lonely job! 

Fire pits: There are two communal bonfires at KG: The Hearth Fire is a quiet bonfire 

where families can relax and chat. No drumming or dancing here. Some nights there 

will be sing-a-longs. The Drumming Fire is the place for drumming and dancing the 

night away. Skyclad welcome.  

First aid & medical emergencies: Our highly skilled medical team is here to provide 

first response for moderate to serious injuries and other medical emergencies. For minor 

cuts and scrapes, please bring your own first aid kit. First aid kits are available behind 

the Registration Hut and at the Security Outpost near the Drumming Firepit.  If you are 

experiencing or witness a medical emergency, any staff member will know how to sum-

mon the medics. Unless a person cannot or should not be moved, please go to the medic 
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area tent set up near Staff Camp (across from Registration) to be treated. The medics 

can meet you there. Our medics CANNOT provide any prescription or over-the-

counter medications, including painkillers or antihistamines like Bendryl. If you are 

likely to need medications, make sure you have them. There are voluntary medical in-

formation forms at registration. The medics may wish to meet with you – or you can 

request a visit – if you have medical issues you wish to discuss ahead of time.  

Flying Monkeys (KG Security): Look for the folks with the radios. 

They are here to help everyone have an enjoyable fest by ensuring a 

safe and secure environment. Flying Monkeys will be patrolling 

throughout Raven‘s Knoll, day and night. Do not hesitate to approach 

them with any problems or concerns you may have—from walking 

you to your campsite in the dark to serious issues. And please, if a 

member of security asks you to do something—or to stop doing 

something—be respectful and comply. They are only doing it for your safety and/or that 

of your fellow fest-goers. If you have any issues with a Monkey, please ask to speak to 

Badger (head of monkeys), or KG organizers MA or Auz.  

Cars: You may bring your cars to your camp site to unload and load your gear, and 

during fest briefly if need be. However the rest of the time cars must remain parked in 

the parking lot. Those with valid medical or accessibility reasons may apply for a spe-

cial parking permit at Registration. For those who cannot walk to the parking lot, a shut-

tle can be provided, If you find a ―ticket‖ on your car, it means that it needs to be moved 

right away – you are blocking roads, obstructing, or it has been there way too long.  

Workshop spaces: Each workshop area has a white board, markers and a few chairs. 

Please use the courtesy seating system to allow Elders, the disabled and pregnant / nurs-

ing women to use the chairs rather than having to carry their own. The workshops, as 

much as possible, are in the main area to reduce the amount of walking people have to 

do to get between workshops. They are: 

1. The Rookery (either in or in front of the Rookery, as the presenter prefers) 

2. The Rookery Grove (to the right of the Rookery) 

3. The Rookery Annex (to the left of the Rookery, before Munchkinland) 

4. The Horseshoe Pit (to the left of the Rookery Annex) 

5. The Raven Stage  

Coloured bracelets for those under 18: Anyone under 18 (the legal age of majority in 

Ontario) will have a bright yellow coloured bracelet. Everyone must wear the silicone, 

non-latex, non-allergenic bracelets at all times. Please note that the drinking age in On-

tario is 19.   

Child find:  As a precaution, we ask all parents to take a photo of each of their children 

(under 17) with their cameras or cell phones when they arrive on site. If you do not have 

a phone, ask a friend! In the event your child is separated from you, it can be texted to 

all security staff quickly during a search. This is voluntary, obviously, but sometimes 

children (or parents) do wander away or time gets away from them.  
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Mercury Mail: KG will be once again operating a volunteer-run mail 

system. A ―mail box‖ will be located behind Registration. Put a note 

along with the person's name and hopefully the general area they are 

camping, if known. A winged volunteer will deliver it for you. If you 

would like to volunteer to deliver mail, stick your hand out and grab a piece – wander 

around and find the addressee. This is a great way to meet new people, and to put a little 

smile on someone's face!  

Camping map: To aid your friends in finding you – and for the Mercury Mail volun-

teers, a large paper map of the Knoll has been placed outside of registration. You can 

mark where your enclave is camped (e.g. The Vikings, The Nun‘s Wimple, Pirate 

Camp, Fairy Camp) so people can find you easily.  

Library: The Raven‘s Knoll Library has been set up in the Rookery with comfy seat-

ing. Please feel free to borrow a novel—what is a beach without a good book? Please do 

return all borrowed books to the bookshelves before you leave RK for others to enjoy. 

Donations of books can be left at Registration. When getting a book, please do not inter-

rupt workshops in the Rookery! 

Chronicling 25 years of KG: This is the 25th Anniversary of the Kaleidoscope Gather-

ing. As such, we have developed our own unique rich history over the past quarter-

century. The many mysteries of life and community have unfolded before us and we 

have all experience the magic together: birth and re-birth; first steps, both literal and 

spiritual; passings and remembrances; the formation of new friendships and bonds; the 

creation of myth and legend; and the workings of great magicks. The Ferryman, as the 

Kaleidoscope Chronicler, invites all to share their own memories and myths, trials and 

tribulations, and songs and stories. He will be walking around at various times with his 

Little Red Satchel of Lore, inviting all to speak and share their experiences with the 

Magic Box within. The intent is to collect, store, and catalogue our collective experienc-

es in our own voices, honouring the sacred of the oral traditions, to share with our future 

generations. Hail! 

Banners: You will notice the beautiful banners, inspired by Game of Thrones house 

sigils, throughout the Knoll. These honour the teams of volunteers on KG staff. These 

incredible works of art were created by Brynn Hultquist as a labour of love (and a sur-

prise for Auz's 40th/staff party unveiling). KG is run by volunteers - people who work 

through their vacations, often their only time off, on behalf of this community.  

Ye Auld Grub (The YAG): The YAG is RK‘s fry truck, which has 

traditional yummy junk food as well as nutritious dinner, breakfast and 

lunch options. This year a specialty coffee hut and cold beverage centre 

has been added. All Hail the Yag-er-meisters!  

Ice: Ice can be purchased at $3/bag from registration or the YAG, when they are open. 

Pixie bikes: Thanks to donations, Raven‘s Knoll has some lovely bicycles to borrow. 

Loaner bicycles can be found at the Rookery in the bike racks. You can identify the RK 

bikes by the caution tape, gold spray paint or tie-dye duct tape on the bar. Please do not 

keep bikes, wagons or children‘s bikes for the duration; they are there to be shared by 

all. 
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Charging phones & laptops: A table can be found in the Rookery to charge your 

phones and laptops. To cover Ontario‘s outrageous hydro costs, we ask that you put 

$0.50 for a cellphone charge and $2.00 for laptops/tablets into the ―Comments‖ box that 

is located in the Rookery by the entrance. You are on the honour system. Thanks to the 

Hydro Faery for her wise idea and management of the service. We are not responsible 

for lost or stolen items. Do not bring your items to registration! 

Charging battery packs: The Rookery cannot handle charging of these items as it may 

blow a breaker. To charge battery packs, please go to Registration and the Hydro Faery 

will be called to pick up and charge your pack. Price varies between $3.00 and $5.00 

depending on the size of the pack. Please label your item and don‘t forget to pick it up. 

Battery packs being charged in the Rookery will be removed. 

Electrical hook-ups: There are limited numbers of electrical hook 

ups. When you have paid for an electrical site, you will be shown 

your plug and your cord will be tagged. Unauthorized electrical cords 

will be removed and you will be charged for hydro use. Hydro is for 

one family unit only. Sharing with other campers is not permitted and 

you risk losing your hydro. Air conditioners and freezers are not 

allowed. Staff will come along to set you up and turn on your power. 

Please be patient! It will get done but it may take a few minutes or a 

few hours. There are lots of people and lots of jobs.   

Plastic chairs & picnic tables: The plastic white and green chairs are RK‘s, and are not 

to be removed from the areas you find them in. Please do not bring them back to your 

camp—they are for communal use. The red picnic tables are for the YAG. Non-red pic-

nic tables can be pillaged back to your camp site. All other tables, chairs, lawn chairs, 

etc. should remain where they are found.  

Skyclad: Raven‘s Knoll is privileged to be part of the local community. As such, we 

strive to be good neighbours, including but not exclusively, to the children‘s camp next 

door. Therefore, you may be skyclad at your own campsite (except those campsites near 

the beach or visible to the public from land or water) and at the drumming fire and 

pond, but clothing is required for common areas. Because the river is public space used 

by our neighbours, there is no skyclad or female topless bathing there. We thank every-

one for their support and understanding.  

Berms & spiral: In 2013, Crazy Dave doubled the size of the Drumming Firepit, 

providing more beach for the Cauldron pond and finishing the beautiful Spiral in the 

small pines past the Outpost. If you see caution tape in the berm areas, it is a turtle nest 

or a ground birds‘ nest. Please respect the area and keep children out of the taped area.  

Bread oven: Austin‗s parents, Bruce and Hanne Lawrence, along with Crazy Dave and 

many volunteers, have created a bread oven under the structure erected during KG‗s 

Mens‗ Energy Ritual two years ago. There will be a sign-up sheet available to pre-order 

and pre-pay for custom pizzas. Wednesday evening and Sunday late afternoon are the  

pizza nights! Sign up and pay at Reg. The ingredient list (2 toppings, 1 cheese and 1 

topping, no half/halfs) will be at Reg. $10, HST included. 

Don‘t mess with 

the Hydro Fairies! 
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Recycling & compost: The Green Fairy Tent has been a huge success. 

Each day, the recycling and composting centre will be open behind the 

comfort station from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. All recycling and LCBO can be 

sorted by KG guests for no fee. Unfortunately, As the backhoe is broken, 

we can‘t do composting this year. 

Despite the free recycling centre, the Trolls found bottles and cans in garbage bags last 

year. As pagans and Earth-loving people, we must do our part to reduce recycling get-

ting tossed into landfills. If the Trolls see recycling in your garbage, do not be surprised 

if they hand you a pair of gloves to retrieve it, or resort to public shaming.  

Garbage runs: Garbage runs will still continue with the same charge for disposal. Gar-

bage runs happen from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. when workshops are not being held. You can 

spot the Black Pearl (truck) and trailer, or listen for their call to ―Bring Out Your 

Dead.‖ Garbage is $2/bag, recycling (sorted, in clear bags) is $1/bag, LCBO (in sepa-

rate bag/box) is free. You can purchase extra garbage or recycling bags at Registration.  

Additional sorting centres: Additional recycling bins can be found at Registration, the 

YAG, and Diagon Alley. These are not intended to be used to dispose of your camp 

refuse. Please take a second to help sort out and dispose of items properly.  

Pets: More pets are attending KG each year. While we are animal-lovers, we want KG 

to be safe and enjoyable for all, human and animal. Pets need to be registered and must 

be restrained (leashes, crates, etc.) at all times. Remember, there are people with ex-

treme dog phobias. The exception is at the pond or beach if no other guest is there. 

Once another guest arrives, dogs must be leashed immediately. If you experience an 

issue with an animal or its owner, please contact the Flying Monkeys. Being allowed 

pets at KG is a privilege, and we appreciate everyone working together to ensure an 

enjoyable experience for all.  

Pet medic: KG has a pet-first-aider on site. Should your pet be injured or become ill, if 

they can be moved, please go to the medic tent and ask for the Pet Medic. If the animal 

cannot be moved, send someone to find a staff person with a radio and a Pet Medic will 

be sent to you. Please be sure that your pet has regular access to shade and water and 

watch for signs of heat exhaustion. It can come on very quickly and be very serious. 

Call for the Pet Medic immediately.  

The Yellow Dog Project allows people to know when a dog needs its personal space 

respected. These dogs wear yellow—usually a yellow ribbon or glow stick attached to 

their leash or collar. When you spot a yellow dog, do not try to pet or touch the dog. Do 

not bring your own dog over to greet it. Do not feed him any treats or scraps, as he may 

have dietary concerns. In fact, it's best to simply ignore a yellow dog. If you see a yel-

low dog running loose, do not attempt to catch it. Take its description and location to 

registration (we have dog and owner information on file). Remember yellow dogs are 

GOOD dogs who just need a little space. For more info: http://theyellowdogproject.com 

Charitable Donations: As every year, our local food bank (Eganville & District Com-

munity Food Bank) is our chosen charity for donations. In 2013, $865 was donated to 

the food bank, along with non-perishable goods. What a wonderful show of support for 

the local community! 

Charity auction: As requested by the Elders, at the auction, you may choose to have 

your donation go towards the Food Bank or Raven‘s Knoll. Your choice is confidential.  
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Over the next few pages you will find the day-by-day schedules. Following that, all 

the rituals, concerts, special events and workshops have been placed in  one single, 

alphabetized list. In this list you will find all ritual descriptions—marked in the schedule with an 

―R‖— beginning with the word ―Ritual‖ and together under ―R‖ in the alphabetized list. All con-

certs and special event descriptions—marked with an ―E‖ in the schedule—begin with the word 

―Event‖  and are together under ―E‖ in the  alphabetical list. 

Below are also some schedule items for ―Anticifest‖—the days before KG officially begins on 

Wednesday,  July 30. Yes, there are now so many people coming and doing things before KG 

even begins that we need a formal schedule for it. (Staff note: *facepalm*) 

AnticiFest 

Friday,  July 25th  
 8:00 p.m. Children‘s movie ................................................... Rookery 

 

Saturday,  July 26th  
3:00 p.m. Board games .............. Joven Rookery 

9:00 p.m. Adult movie (not that type of adult movie) Rookery 

 

Sunday,  July 27th  
3:00 p.m. Horseshoes ................. TBA Horseshoe Pit 

8:00 p.m. Children‘s movie ..................................  Rookery 

 

Monday,  July 28th  
9:00 a.m. Tea & Tai Chi ............ Shen the Unnamed Rookery Grove 

10:00 a.m. Axe throwing ............. Auz Archery field 

2:00 p.m. Roleplaying game ...... Jeff Rookery 

9:00 p.m. Adult movie (not that type of adult movie) Rookery 

 

Tuesday,  July 29th  
9:00 a.m. Tea & Tai Chi ............ Shen the Unnamed Rookery Grove 

 Rock hounding ........... Heather & Josh Meet in the parking lot 

6:00 p.m. Euchre refresh/learn & tournament sign up Rookery 

8:00 p.m. Euchre tournament ..... Stacy Rookery 

 

 

Daily during KG 
 

9:00 a.m. Yoga Laurie Beach 

 Tea & Tai Chi ............ Shen the Unnamed Rookery Grove 

7:00 p.m AA/NA....................... Friends of Bill W. Munchkinland 

All day Soapbox ..................... Anyone who wants to rant! Diagon Alley 

Schedule 
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R=Ritual, E=Event—All items so marked can be found under those words in the alphabeti-

cal descriptions. All other items can be found in alphabetical order by their workshop title. 

Munchkinland items (except AA/NA) can be found on pages 16-17. 

 

Wednesday July 30 

 

9:00 a.m. Yoga .......................................... Laurie Beach 

 Tea & Tai Chi ........................... Shen the Unnamed Rookery Grove 

 

10:00 a.m. E-Munchkinland Greet .............. Munchkinlanders Munchkinland

  

10:30 a.m. R-Opening Ritual ...................... MA & Auz Raven Field 

 

11:30 a.m. Aromatic kinesiology ................ Kimi Rookery Grove 

 Tantric yoga part 1 .................... Bex Birch Grove 

 Writing effective rituals ............ Angela Rookery 

 

2:00 p.m. E-Elder‘s Tea ............................ Alex & Christine Rookery 

 R-Loki Ritual ............................ Shane .  Meet at Reg 

 Forest therapy............................ Drew ..  Meet at  

   ............................................  ..........  Rookery Grove 

 Land beyond naked eye............. Risingphoenix Rookery Annex 

 

3:30 p.m. R-Techno-Gods ......................... Ethan & Kaitlin  Stage 

 Basic ground & shield  .............. Rick & Marie Rookery Annex  

 Woodwose workshop  ............... Auz ....  Rookery 

 Intro to permaculture ................. Christopher Rookery Grove 

 

5:00 p.m. E-Vikings vs. Panty Cannon .....  ..........  Standing Stone 

 E-GLBTQ Meet-Up .................. Alex ...  Alex‘s Trailer 

 KG 101 (after panty cannon) .... Eagle Eyes & Brynn Rookery 

 

7:00 p.m. AA/NA ...................................... Friends of Bill W. Munchkinland 

 Kubb.......................................... Shane & Brynn Horseshoe Pit 

 

8:00 p.m. E-Caveman Techno Concert .....  ....  Stage 

 

9:00 p.m. R-Thoughts & Memories .......... Salamander Drumming  

   ............................................  ..........  Firepit 

10:00 p.m. R-Fire Lighting Ritual ............... Salamander Drumming  

   ............................................  ..........  Firepit 

MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE 

 

Incredible once-in-a-lifetime sale in Diagon Alley! 

Tomorrow (Thursday) night at participating vendors. 

D
EA

L
S!
 DEALS! 
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R=Ritual, E=Event—All items so marked can be found under those words in the alphabeti-

cal descriptions. All other items can be found in alphabetical order by their workshop title. 

Munchkinland items (except AA/NA) can be found on pages 16-17. 
 

Thursday July 31 
 

9:00 a.m. Archery-Beginner .....................Helmut Archery  

 .................................................. Field 

 Yoga .........................................Laurie Beach  

 Tea & Tai Chi ..........................Shen the Unnamed Rookery Grove 

 

10:00 a.m. R-Trials of Artemis ..................KG Female Elders Meet outside 

 .................................................. Rookery 

 Tantric yoga part 2 ...................Bex Birch Grove 

 Magic w. ON native plants .......Ivy Rookery Grove 

 

11:30 a.m. Make your boffo sword ............Hobbes Rookery 

 Working with animal parts .......Juniper Stage 

 How to find a spirit guide .........Rick (at the Spiral) Meet at  

 .................................................. Registration  

 

1:00 p.m. Naming ceremony ....................Risingphoenix Hearth Fire 

 

2:00 p.m. Quest prep workshop ................A.J. Stage 

 Familiars of field & forest ........Sarah Rookery 

 Freyr, god of the world .............Jade Rookery Grove 

 

3:30 p.m. R-Men‘s Warrior Circle ...........Hobbes Birch Grove 

 Poly 101 ...................................Nadia & Stephen Rookery 

 Building community .................Lana Rookery Annex 

 Magickal herbology .................Meri Rookery Grove 

  

5:00 p.m. E-Charge of Woodwose ...........Woodwose Diagon Alley 

 E-Wine & Cheese .....................Ron & Joy Rookery 

 GLBTQ Ritual Prep .................Alex & Fraser Alex‘s Trailer 

 Flirtology 101 ...........................Flirtatia (aka Marie) Rookery Grove 

 

7:00 p.m. E-Mead Competition ................Jordan Rookery 

 AA/NA .....................................Friends of Bill W. Munchkinland 

 

8:00 p.m. E-Fiddlehead Soup Concert .....Stage 

 

Dusk E-Midnight Madness!!! ............Vendors Diagon Alley 

 

After Concert E-Siren Swim ................... Naked Flying Monkeys Cauldron Pond 
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Friday August 1 
 

9:00 a.m. Archery-Beginner .................... Helmut ..  Archery Field 

 Yoga ........................................ Laurie ...  Beach 

 Tea & Tai Chi .......................... Shen the Unnamed Rookery Grove 

 

10:00 a.m. R-Stag King ............................. Dead Stags Meet at the Beach 

 Drinking horn etiquette ........... Frank ....  Rookery 

 Social permaculture ................. Rachel ...  Rookery Grove 

 Guided meditation ................... Jeff ........  Birch Grove 

 

11:00 a.m. E-Quest (til midnight) ............. Andrew & Friends Meet at Stage 

 

11:30 a.m. R-Blót to Yngvi-Freyr ............. Jade .......  Meet at  

  .................................................  ..............  Registration  

 Herbs of the Field & Forest ..... Laurie ...  Rookery 

 Bushcraft 101 .......................... Angela & Marc Stage 

 KG 101 .................................... Eagle Eyes & Brynn Stage 

 

2:00 p.m. R-Horned Lord Ritual ............. Juniper & Angela Meet at  

  .................................................  ..............  Registration 

 Children‘s Bardic Prep ............ Hobbes ..  Stage 

 Blends of old ........................... Kimi ......  Rookery Grove 

 Poly ABCs ............................... Nadia & Stephen Rookery 

 

3:30 p.m. R-Women‘s Warrior Circle ..... Kim .......  Birch Grove 

 The Kestos Himas ................... Matt M. .  Rookery  

 Intermediate energy ................. Marie & Rick Rookery Grove 

 

4:30 p.m. Pride Parade prep..................... Alex & Friends Meet at Rookery 

 

5:00 p.m. E-Pride Parade ......................... All Welcome Leaves from 

  .................................................  ..............  Rookery 

 Achieving Tarantism ............... Doug/Fiddlehead Soup Stage 

 Communicating w. devas ........ Risingphoenix Rookery Grove 

 Conflict within community...... Ron & Raven Rookery 

 

5:30 p.m. R-GLBTQ Ritual ..................... Alex & Friends Birch Grove 

 R-Bread Ritual ......................... Auz & Friends Bread Oven 

  

7:00 p.m. E-IO Concert ...........................  Stage 

 AA/NA .................................... Friends of Bill W. Munchkinland 

 

8:00 p.m. E-Jamfola Concert ...................  Stage 

 

After Concert ... E-Campfire Singalong ...... Kat Hearth Firepit 
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R=Ritual, E=Event—All items so marked can be found under those words in the alphabeti-

cal descriptions. All other items can be found in alphabetical order by their workshop title. 

Munchkinland items (except AA/NA) can be found on pages 16-17. 

  

Saturday August 3 
 

9:00 a.m. E-Bardic Sign-up (starts) ...........  Registration  

 Archery-Open ............................ Helmut Archery Field 

 Yoga .......................................... Laurie Beach 

 Tea & Tai Chi ............................ Shen the Unnamed Rookery Grove 

  

10:00 a.m. R-Women‘s Ritual ..................... Tracy Birch Grove 

 Paganism & Jesus ...................... Lukayo & Jacky Rookery 

 Playing with the Dead ................ Amalyn Stage  

 Organic on a budget ................... Jan Rookery Annex 

 Emotions: battery of magic ........ Ron & Raven Rookery Grove 

 

11:30 a.m. R-Mixed Warrior ....................... Hobbes Birch Grove 

 E-Firing Panty Cannon! ............. Kestral & Friends Cauldron Pond 

 Sharing the dance ....................... Doug/Fiddlehead Soup Stage 

 Clinical aromatherapy ................ Kimi Rookery Grove 

 Intl. guide to witches .................. Polly the Kiwi. Rookery  

 

2:00 p.m. R-Main Ritual ............................ Ghosts of KG Past Raven Field 

 

3:30 p.m. E-Children‘s Bardic ................... Ferryman & Hobbes Stage 

 Poly MIRs .................................. Nadia & Stephen Rookery 

 Bushcraft 102 ............................. Angela & Marc Rookery Grove 

 Paganism 101 ............................. Eagle Eyes Rookery Annex 

 

5:00 p.m. The land is listening ................... Angela Rookery Grove 

 So you are Pagan ....................... Doug, Juni, Eagle Eyes Rookery  

 Totems in my life ....................... Risingpheonix Rookery Annex 

 From forest to field .................... Kim Stage  

 

7:00 p.m. AA/NA....................................... Friends of Bill W. Munchkinland 

 

8:15 p.m. Ride to the Bardic ...................... Brendan & Duchess Meet at the 

  ...................................................  ....  Rookery  

 

Dusk E-Bardic Competition ................ Jock McGregor Drumming  

  ...................................................  Firepit 
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Sunday August 4 

 

9:00 a.m. R-Lesser Banishing.................. Ama Birch Grove 

 Archery-Open .......................... Helmut Archery Field 

 Yoga ........................................ Laurie Beach 

 Tea & Tai Chi .......................... Shen the Unnamed Rookery Grove 

 

10:00 a.m. R-Men‘s Cairn Walk ............... Ethan & Cormac Meet at Stage 

 Teaching of the drum ............... Skip Ross Rookery 

 Magical mentoring ................... Ron & Raven Rookery Grove 

 Gardnerian & Alexandrian ...... Robert Stage  

 Textile crafting ........................ Jacqueline Hearth Fire 

 

11:30 a.m. R-Children‘s Warrior Circle .... Hobbes Birch Grove 

 E-Charge of the Woodwose ..... Woodwose Diagon Alley 

 Making the most of ritual ........ Juniper Rookery Grove 

 Spiritual hunter ........................ Jordan Stage 

 

12:00 p.m. E-Yard Sale ............................. Vendors Diagon Alley 

 

1:00 p.m.  E-Children‘s Concert ............... Munchkinlanders Stage 

 

2:00 p.m. R-Men‘s Ritual ........................ Steph Archery Field 

 So ya wanna do energy work ... Myst Sacred Well 

 Intro to bellydancing ................ Zena Stage 

  

3:30 p.m. R-Third Gender Ritual ............. Lokabrenna Kindred Birch Grove 

 E-Charity Auction.................... Colonel Fraser Stage 

 R-Prosperity Ritual .................. Craig Rookery 

 R-Teen‘s Warrior ..................... Hobbes Raven Field 

 Symbolic witchcraft ................. Olivia Rookery Grove 

 

5:00 p.m. E-Community Swim for Trans, Genderqueer  Cauldron Pond 

 Intro to reiki level 1 ................. Keenan Rookery Grove 

 Medieval herb garden .............. Lucie Rookery 

 Pick-up sticks ........................... Ron Stage 

 To be or not to be in coven ...... J.S. Rookery Annex 

 

7:00 p.m. E-Thatchers of Wickham concert ...  Stage 

 AA/NA .................................... Friends of Bill W. Munchkinland 

 

8:00 p.m. E-Andean Colors Concert ........  ......  Stage 
   

Monday,  August 5 
11:30 a.m. Generations Discussion ........... Wyldcard Rookery 

 

2:00 p.m. R-Farewell Ritual .................... Auz & MA Raven Field  
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Munchkinland Kids program 

Programming at the Munchkinland Cabin usually runs from 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. with a few 

afternoon workshops. If the door has a ―Closed‖ sign on it and the lights are out, please don‘t 

come in - this area is not to be used other than for programmed workshops. 

Children over five can be left at Munchkinland (if they are comfortable being left) but parents 

must advise staff of where they can be found! Please sign your child in and out!Adults are wel-

come at any of the craft workshops and must accompany children under 5 years of age. 

Many babysitters who are ―graduates‖ of Munchkinland are available to help your young ones if 

you need to present a workshop or vend, at the rate of $5.00 an hour. You can inquire as to who is 

available, but this is not a service offered by KG or Raven‘s Knoll; it is strictly a private arrange-

ment. 

This schedule includes the official Munchkinland program, as well as other workshops and events 

that would appeal to younger audiences. There is not a limit on the age of kids welcome – or even 

if adults want to come and join us for a craft or event, please do!  

Wednesday July 30 

10:00 a.m. Meet & Greet. Dress up for Welcome Ritual Munchkinland 

10:30 a.m. Welcome Ritual  Raven Field 

11:00 a.m. Make dragonflies and pinecone birdies  Munchkinland 

Thursday July 31 

9:00a.m. Archery for Beginners (must have an adult) Archery field 

10:00a.m. Forest fairy Barbies, floral crowns, and spiders Munchkinland 

11:30a.m. Game: ―What time is it Mr. Wolf?‖; singing songs Munchkinland 

11:30a.m. Making boffo swords with Hobbes Rookery 

2:00 p.m. Quest for Raven‘s Knoll LARP prep Stage 

5:00 p.m. Charge of the Woodwose Diagon Alley 

8:00 p.m. Fiddlehead Soup Concert Stage 
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Friday August 1 

9:00 a.m. Archery for Beginners (must have an adult) Archery field 

10:00 a.m. Sun prints of plants collected  Munchkinland 

11:00 a.m. Quest for Raven‘s Knoll! All day – until dinner for kids. Meet at stage 

11:30 a.m. Ink prints of plants; songs and stories Munchkinland 

2:00 p.m. Children‘s Bardic Prep with Hobbes Stage 

3:30 p.m. Rainbow face painting Munchkinland 

4:30 p.m. Decorate the Trailer for the Pride Parade 
Meet at the  

Rookery 

5:00 p.m. Pride Parade Start at the Rookery 

7:00 p.m. Concerts Stage 

After  

concerts 
Campfire singalong with Pirate Kat Hearth Fire 

Saturday August 2 

9:00 a.m. Archery – Open to all levels Archery Field 

11:30 a.m. Wreath-making, masks and face-painting for Main Rit Munchkinland 

11:30 a.m. Firing the Panty Cannon Cauldron Pond 

2:00 p.m. Main Ritual Raven Field 

3:30 p.m. Children‘s Bardic Stage 

3:30 p.m. Singing songs— for those not doing Bardic Munchkinland 

Dusk Bardic Competition Drumming Firepit 

Sunday August 3 

9:00a.m. Archery – Open to all levels Archery Field 

10:00a.m. 
Game: ―Raven‘s Eye‖ with Courtney 

Finish making wreaths and masks; song practice 
Munchkinland 

11:30a.m. Children‘s Warrior Circle Birch Grove 

1:00p.m. Children‘s concert Stage 

Monday August 4 

10:00 a.m. Clean up and take your treasures home! Munchkinland 

2:00 p.m. Farewell Ritual Raven Field 
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Events,  Rituals and Workshops 

AA/NA (Friends of Bill W) Some people have a difficult time with the Well of Dionysus, 

the gold of Aegir's Cauldron, Kvasir's Blood, or the products of Faerie Wings. If that de-

scribes you, then you are welcome to hang out for some positive support, on-site temporary 

sponsorship, or simply get some things off your chest. You're not alone. We ask attendees to 

maintain the trust and anonymity of other participants. Come together, and find support for 

your path in life from a community of sober, magic-loving people.  Meetings daily. 

Achieving Tarantism using the Dargason (Doug Hendry/Fiddlehead Soup) Tarantism is 

overcoming melancholy by dancing, or having the uncontrollable urge to dance. The term 

originated in ancient Greece and southern Italy where it was believed that a bite from the 

black widow spider (Tarantella) could be combated by dancing wildly to sweat out the poi-

son.  In this workshop, we‘re going to use the Tarantella and other music and pair it with a 

16th C. English dance called the Dargason. This is a lovely little dance that appears complex 

but yet is easy to learn and fun!  No experience is necessary – just enthusiasm. The uncon-

trollable urge to dance would be an asset!   

Archery (Helmut) It‘s amazing how some wood, string, feathers and (since 

it‘s the 21st Century) fibreglass can be so dangerous at 20 paces away! Join 

Helmut the Many-Talented Blacksmith for some target shooting and perhaps 

a little friendly competition. Everyone must come entirely sober, ready to 

take responsibility for the safety of those around them. All children—

participants or observers—must be accompanied by an adult. Thursday and 

Friday shoots are for beginners only—Saturday and Sunday shoots are open to everyone.  

Aromatic kinesiology (Kimi Bois) Find out how to use essential oils to help work with 

physical symptoms from an emotional perspective. Learn about intuitive blending, and see 

different tools to help us choose the right blend for our individual needs. Each essential oil 

holds a story and this story, through aromatic kinesiology, can help us work towards a more 

positive and stress-free life. 

Basic grounding, centering and shielding (Rick Dhur and Marie Douville) For begin-

ners, a basic energy working workshop. Highly recommended for anyone who wants a re-

fresher. Learn how to shield and ground properly. Work on your basic 'kenning' skills. Have 

fun!  A prerequisite for the intermediate energy workshop to follow. 

Blends of old (Kimi Bois) Search out the scents of the past. What type of herbs and resins 

were used and how? Let‘s explore how the blends were used, and how some of the problems 

of the past were overcome with scent therapy. Included in the workshop will be an oppor-

tunity to try out blending using these same base ingredients. Anyone with sensitivities to 

scent should let me know ahead of time and we can work with it. Samples are available by 

donation as well as for purchase from Gypsy Scents Booth. 

HAIL AND HORN GATHERING 
July 3 to 6, 2015 at Raven’s Knoll 

  

Rituals ~ Games ~ Workshops ~ Skald-craft 

A gathering for the modern practice of the religious custom  
of the pre-Christian Scandinavian and Germanic folk 

  

www.ravensknoll.ca or on Facebook as “Hail and Horn Gathering” 
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Building community with the art of listening (Lana Kouchnir) Pagans commonly serve 

as community workers. Healthy communities are built upon healthy relationship skills. Lis-

tening as a key aspect of communication can contribute to connection, care, and respect, or 

to confusion, defensiveness and conflict.  How can we heal ourselves, our relationships, and 

our communities through the art of effective listening? Through a presentation, discussions, 

and experiential exercises, participants will be provided with concrete tools to strengthen 

listening skills applicable to every-day social interactions and situations in which loved ones 

are in need of support. There will be a $5 fee to cover handouts. 

Bushcraft 101: Commune with nature and not get dead (Angela Grey and Marc 

Duguay) Ever had the urge to strip naked and run screaming into the woods, embracing the 

whole of nature with your very being? Of course you have! But before you venture out into 

the wild woods, come and learn some tips and tricks for communing with nature and living 

to tell the tale. During part one of the series, we‘ll discuss best practices when spending time 

in the woods, and teach you to recognize and avoid common hazards. 

Bushcraft 102: Commune with nature, not get dead (Angela Grey and Marc Duguay) 

Ever had the urge to strip naked and run screaming into the woods, embracing the whole of 

nature with your very being? Of course you have! But before you venture out into the wild 

woods, come and learn some tips and tricks for communing with nature and living to tell the 

tale. During part two of the series, we‘ll roll up our sleeves and demonstrate some practical 

survival skills, then let you try them for yourself. 

Campfire Singalong (Kat Summerbell) This event grows in popularity every year. "Come 

from the forests and sit by the fire, come from the fields and enter our hall, come drink from 

the guest-cup and join in our circle, come and be welcome, ye bards one and all." An old-

fashioned campfire singalong. Share a song or request a song—everyone is welcome to join 

in. Pagan chants, sea shanties, world traditional folk songs, old favourites from Girl Guide 

camp. You name it, we'll try to sing it. Professional voices not necessary. Song-books, en-

thusiasm, instruments and marshmallows welcome.  

Charity Auction: Come bid on cool stuff! As requested by the Elders, at the auction, you 

may choose to have your donation go towards the Food Bank or Raven‘s Knoll. Your choice 

is confidential.  

Children‘s bardic prep (Hobbes) The KG Bards will teach the kids the basic of performing 

in a bardic, including voice projection, stance, presence, and body language. The workshop 

includes a brief history of bardic arts and what roles bards play in our society. 

Children‘s Warrior Circle (Hobbes) Are you a kid with a warrior's spirit? Do you have 

honour that has yet to be tested? Come join us in the Children‘s Warrior Circle where you 

will raise your boffo sword and do battle with other kids, and maybe any adults who are 

brave enough to face you! Boffo swords will be provided, but if you have your own, bring it 

along (must be approved by the host). Ages 5-12 

Clinical aromatherapy (Kimi Bois) Ever wondered how to have your own unique blend 

created with just you in mind? Do you suffer from pain and dis-ease? Are you interested in 

natural ways to help boost your mood or relax after a stressful day? Learn about how aroma-

therapy can be uniquely individual, and how essential oil therapy can be applied to every 

part of your life. Find out what clinical aromatherapy really is. 
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Communicating with the devas (Rising Phoenix) Communicating with the devas (or ani-

mal spirits), using meditation or astral projection, evoking and asking help from the devas—

for example to get the ants out of your house. Prerequisite: have attended the ―Land beyond 

the naked eye‖ workshop. (Staff note: That’s devas, not divas. Trying to communicate with 

divas is pointless.) 

Conflict within community—how to channel conflict into positive outcomes (Ron and 

Raven) One of the recurrent quandaries within the community is the periodic ―witch war.‖ 

While these wars are not limited to witches, the term is used to describe the discord. In our 

electronic age, the time from a smoldering disagreement to an all-out forest fire is very short. 

This forum will be participatory. Scenarios will be described including methods of response 

to bring a quick end to the strife. 

Drinking horn maintenance and etiquette (Frank Schornagel) 

A little loving care will help keep your drinking horn usable for 

many years. You will have a chance to learn the basics of maintain-

ing your horn. These basics also apply to sounding horns if you 

have them. Then we will look at the etiquette of how to use your 

horn. There are age-old guidelines to be found in the Eddas and 

more modern conventions. Knowing and following them will make 

using your horn more enjoyable and thought-invoking.  If we have 

time I will even cover the basics of how to reline your horn if you 

wish to do so. 

Emotions – the battery of magic (Ron and Raven) Energy in motion – emotion – is a very 

important element of magic. It is the heart of a spell, and what propels its successful comple-

tion. This workshop will cover how different emotions can be used and the likely conse-

quence of utilizing one emotional energy over another. 

Event—Andean colours concert Andean Colours is an original musical exploration into 

Latin-Andean fusion. Its members come originally from Chile, Ecuador, El Salvador, Peru 

and Canada. Andean Colors captivates audiences with its energy, talent, and art, playing 

more than 20 wind, string, and percussion instruments from modern and traditional Latin 

American heritage. Their repertoire includes original and arranged traditional songs, blend-

ing Native-Andean rhythms and contemporary influences such as salsa, cumbia, bossa-nova 

and jazz. But what makes Andean Colors a unique group is its sound produced by the en-

counter of different multicultural roots, experiences and musical backgrounds that could 

only truly happen in Canada. 

Event—Caveman Techno concert Caveman Techno is pretty much what it sounds like: 

―state of the art meets ancient musical technologies.‖ Drums and flutes fuse with electronic 

funk to deliver ―awe-inspiring musicality.‖ Featuring the talents of David ―Fink‖ Finkle, 

―Andy-Tramp‖ Mason, Simon ―Funky Monkey‖ Handley, and friends. 

Event—Charge of the Woodwose (The Wood Boys and Wood Girls) The Woodwose is a 

creature of the dark forest who dwells in the green corners of your mind.  From the forest to 

the field the Woodwose bursts, from silence to noise, from hiding to spectacle.  If the Wood-

wose catches you and charges you with the power of the forest, it can either be a boon or a 

curse, for the wild has touched you and who knows where that can lead.   

Frank demonstrates proper 
drinking horn technique. 

Field and forest fact  
Armadillos are the only other animal apart from humans capable of  catching  

leprosy. Maybe that‘s why so many commit suicide on highways. 
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Descriptions continued on page  24 

 

Event—Children‘s Bardic  (The Ferryman & Hobbes) If you‘re a kid with a special tal-

ent that you want to show off, this is your chance to hog the spotlight. Hosted and judged by 

the KG Bards, the KG Kids Bardic is the place where kids get to shine and entertain. The 

winner of the KG Children‘s Bardic will perform their piece in the adult bardic on Saturday 

night!  

Event—Community swim for trans, genderqueer and gender diverse folks (Alex T and 

friends) Join Alex T and friends for a fun beach party at the cauldron! This swim is for 

trans, genderqueer and gender diverse folks. Bring your floaty things, frisbees, beach balls 

and cold drinks for a celebration! Participants are welcome to bring a friend or two, keeping 

in mind the spirit of the event. The swim is clothing optional but also clothing friendly so 

wear what makes you comfortable.  Please respect the privacy of attendees—the Cauldron 

will be closed to non-participants during the event. 

Event—Elders Tea (Alex del Busso and Christine O'Connor) A meeting of Elders and 

people who are interested in the thoughts of the Elders.  There will be tea, coffee and proba-

bly wine, along with cakes and cookies.  With these refreshments you will 

also get interesting conversation led by Alex and Christine.  The subject for 

discussion this year will center around what we can do for the Elders of our 

community.  As an aging community, we need to look at what the youth of 

the community can do to support the Elders, who worked so hard to lay the 

groundwork for them.   Please bring your own tea cup or mug. 

Event—Fiddlehead Soup concert This Eastern Ontario trio transports listeners to Scandi-

navia, southern Europe, South America and beyond with a wonderful collection of folk 

songs sprinkled with a garnish of Scottish and Irish tunes and original music. Featuring vet-

eran musician Douglas Hendry on cittern and 12-string guitar, and mother-and-daughter 

team Glenna Hunter and Ursa Meyer on fiddles (and other instruments that come to hand), 

this delightfully earthy trio provides a most pleasing potage of international folk. 

Event—IO concert IO is primarily a drum based ensemble, but they also explore many 

esoteric themes, native and traditional music in haunting, four-part harmonies, with guitar, 

woodwind, cello, and a number of different instruments. IO is the cosmic orbit of musicians 

David Wolfsong Hutchinson, Debbi Earthsong Hutchinson, Evelore Willowsong and Rikki 

Bardsong LaCoste. (As well as the many extended family band members along the 

way.).Their repertoire includes traditional Native songs, pagan anthems, ancient Sanskrit 

mantras, traditional southern mountain music, their own original material, and many more, 

both high energy and emotionally moving. 

Event—Jamfola/Eric Mandala concert The name Jamfola is a fusion of several words 

including: jam and djembefola … to remind everyone from whence 

flows their percussive grooving rhythms of collective improvisation! 

The group plays a mix of music and is a world full of surprises. A 

festive and colourful performance--expect fire and expect tenderness 

and poetry. The group‘s percussive rhythms are inspired by black Af-

rican, Arab and Latin music, and feature didgeridoo, rain sticks, bells 

and storytelling. Jamfola is Eric Lafontaine, Sylvain Bernier, Pascal 

Bonneau, Gilles Lortie and Guy Thibault. And as a special bonus for 

fest-goes, they will be joined at KG by the ever-popular, multi-talented 

Eric Mandala. 
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Event—Mead Competition (Jordan the Tall) Do you make your own mead? If so, drop 

off a bottle or two before the competition to have it entered. Experienced mead tasters will 

judge the meads and the winner will be announced at the Bardic Competition Saturday 

night. Bragging rights can be yours! All those in attendance must be over 19.  

Event—Naming ceremony Join us in witnessing the taking of a craft name. The ceremony 

begins at 1:00 p.m. and will last approximately an hour. Speak with Risingphoenix for fur-

ther details. 

Event—Pride Parade – Be loud! Be proud! Be fabulous! Join the Fest GLBTQ community 

for the KG 2013 Pride Parade. The parade will preceed the GLBTQ ritual 

and wend its way all through Raven‘s Knoll, spreading the rainbow spirit 

to all Fest-goers. Feel free to join in as the Parade comes your way! All are 

welcome. Participants will meet at the Rookery before the parade to deco-

rate the trailer / float. 

Event—Siren Swim Can you hear the sirens calling from the banks of the Cauldron? Heed 

their sweet song and gather at the Cauldron pond as dusk turns to night to enjoy a refreshing 

night-time swim. Bathing suits entirely optional. (Staff note: this is the only time you may 

swim after dark without facing the wrath of the Flying Monkeys.)  

Event—Thatchers of Wickham concert You may remember them from the Bardic Com-

petition of yore, where they sang their merry musical momento mori, ―And They Died‖. Join 

again those scampish two brothers, Ja the Thatcher, and Devin the Thatcher, along with their 

second cousin sometimes removed, Todd the Cooper, as they sing sweetly surreal songs of 

their own twisted devising for your entertainment and edification. Delight to the sounds of 

the Herne-a-nator. If the Flight of the Conchords met Tenacious D to play fantasy roleplay-

ing games in a medieval pub, they would all likely sound better than the Thatchers of Wick-

ham, but would they do a better job on your roof?  

Event—Wine and Cheese (Ron Lyen) To celebrate this year's theme of Field and Forest, 

this event will help to celebrate some of the wonderful things that we receive from both the 

field and forest (nothing celebrates this more than a wine and cheese). The Field and Forest 

Wine and Cheese will be an opportunity to meet new people, catch up with old friends and 

enjoy a glass or two of wine. All participants are asked to bring their favourite wine, cheese 

and crackers to be shared by all, as well as your own wine glass.  As KG takes place in the 

wonderful province of Ontario this event will be limited to those 19 and over.   

Familiars of the field and forest (Sarah Wibberley) Fest is a time of connection, growth, 

and sometimes of overwhelm. Drawing on exercises from Caitlín Matthew‘s book Psychic 

Shield, participants will be guided to meet a source of support at KG and beyond: their 

guardian advocate.  Following the exercise, experiences will be shared and a discussion held 

on the nature of these helpful beings. The workshop will be taught with the approach that 

gods/spirits are ―real‖ and that cooperative balance is advisable. Belief in a particular path is 

not required. 

Firing the Panty Cannon (Kestral Pyr) It is our sacred duty to offer as sacrifice any pant-

ies (whether donated or found lying randomly on the ground) to the Sacred Panty Tree by 

the pond. What better way than by firing them from a full-

scale 9-pound cannon? Children are welcome to fire the 

cannon as long as their parent/guardian says it's okay. Be 

forewarned it is VERY loud! 
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Flirtology 101 (Flirtatia aka Marie Douville) No means no. We've all heard it before; but 

what if we could recognize the body language and situations that precede the necessity of 

saying no? What about being able to classily dance out of reach, or understand the body 

language that leads up to an interaction? This workshop discusses setting boundaries for 

both the single individual and couples, it discusses body language, recognizing when some-

one with whom you're uncomfortable is getting too close, or about to reach out, and how to 

dance out of reach and handle contact of any sort with class and respect. 

Forest therapy (Drew Thomson) Ever wonder why you feel better being in the great out-

doors?  This is a workshop to explore the value of being in a forest other than the fact you 

are camping or at Fest.  The workshop will cover health benefits, respecting the woods you 

are in, and discussion on how we can make as small an imprint as possible while camping at 

the Knoll.    

Freyr—god of the world (Jade Pichette) Freyr, the Norse Vanic god, 

is a god of many things. This year at Hail and Horn Gathering a god 

pole was raised to Freyr. Learn about this enigmatic God of frith, fertili-

ty, prosperity and sexuality. In this workshop we will discuss his many 

aspects from a mixture of lore, archeology, personal experiences, and 

the history of Freyr at the Knoll. 

From forest to field (Kim Ross) This talk will cover the origins and 

progression of agriculture around the world, how our ancestors began 

transforming the world, and what factors may have contributed to their 

actions. A look at different techniques and practices which were devel-

oped and how those changes still impact us today.   

Gardnerian and Alexandrian witchcraft (Robert Huneault) This talk is meant to give a 

glimpse into the pagan initiatory mystery traditions of the Gardnerian and Alexandrian tradi-

tions of witchcraft, which are the foundation of what is today called Wicca. During this talk, 

we will briefly look at the history of these two traditions.  We will discuss the god and god-

dess of the craft, the cycle of yearly festivals and explore some of the beliefs, lore and prac-

tices.  We will also look at the degree system and the structure of a typical coven. 

Generations discussion (Wyldcard) KG is celebrating 25 years of festing, which is com-

pletely awesome.  In this discussion, I am hoping to cover: the past, present, future of fest-

ing, how different generations contributed and continue to contribute to the festing experi-

ence, and how to bring the feeling of KG home.  I'm looking for participation from many age 

groups, levels of experience, backgrounds, etc.  I don't have all the answers, but I have a lot 

of questions. 

GLBTQ Meet-up (Alex Del Busso & Community) Everyone is invited to a GLBTQ meet 

and greet. This is an opportunity to ask questions about the rituals or parade, meet people 

and generally get yourself into the Fest spirit. All are welcome.  

GLBTQ Ritual Prep (Alex Del Busso) Come help write and organize the annual GLBTQ 

Ritual. 

Field and forest fact 
Caffeine evolved as a natural pesticide produced by plants to paralyze and kill 

harmful bugs. Enjoy your coffee! 
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Guided meditation (Jeff Wilson-Williams) This will be a fairly simple guided meditation.  

Please bring what you require to be comfortable and to relax—sitting, lying down, or how-

ever you are most comfortable.  The goal will be to relax and allow a natural connection to 

the fields and forests of the Knoll to exchange gentle energy with participants.  We will con-

centrate on breathing and relaxing.  At the end of the workshop we should all feel a little 

more mellow and connected to the land.  A chance to refresh the Fest batteries. 

Herbs of the field and forest (Laurie Benson) Join Laurie "Herb Walker" Benson as she 

shows how to identify and use magical, medicinal and edible herbs in our beautiful fields 

and forests at Raven's Knoll. 

How to find your spirit guide (Rick Dhur) A basic workshop on the fundamentals of astral 

travel. Finding a spirit guide. A shamanic perspective. 

Intermediate energy workshop (Rick Dhur and Marie Douville) An intermediate work-

shop on group dynamics. How to properly link in a circle. The effects of a group link and 

basic effective group energy work. The basic grounding, centering and shielding workshop 

is a pre-requisite for this workshop. Don't come with an extremely full stomach please. 

International witches‘ guide to magic in NZ (Polly Lind) Magic, witchcraft and paganism  

and how it is practiced and understood in New Zealand, or how I understand it to work. It‘s 

not just the moon that is upside down in New Zealand, but also the sea-

sons and directions. There will be smatterings of history, talk about the 

spirit of the land, the weird seasons, Christmas at summer solstice, and 

how and why magical practice can differ in New Zealand from that of 

other countries in other hemispheres.  And as an added bonus you will 

also get a chance to question a tame Kiwi witch.   

Intro to Bellydance Egyptian Style (Zena Nesrallah) Get in tune with your inner goddess 

and learn a few moves for inspiration. Get a great workout. Please bring your hip scarves 

and water, as well as comfortable clothing suitable for exercise.  Let's have some fun and 

shimmy away! 

Introduction to permaculture for pagans (Christopher Kelly-Bisson) Permaculture is an 

ethics-based design framework that helps us create human habitats that meet our needs, 

while meeting the needs of our local ecosystems.  It goes beyond the desire for sustainabil-

ity, and aims for resilient societies capable of healing the historical damage of modern West-

ern society, and contribute as vital members of the biosphere.  The workshop will introduce 

the concept and principles of permaculture, discuss the spiritual implications of the practice, 

and provide examples of how to create ecological paradises in your own little habitat. 

Introduction to reiki, level 1 (Keenan Viau) Drawing on the natural energy of the uni-

verse, a reiki practitioner can heal the body, mind and soul. A hands-on healing method, this 

course will teach the history and basics of reiki for the complete beginner or as a refresher 

for those already attuned. Participants will be given a workshop package as well as the op-

tion for an attunement performed at the end. There will be a $5 fee to cover the workshop 

handout package.  

KG 101 (Eagle Eyes and Brynn) For those new to festivals in general or KG in particular, 

we will provide a review of the basics: who does what, where things are, how to avoid sa-

rong wedgies, where to find coffee, the unwritten rules of dancing around a fire, how to dis-

courage hugs from naked people if you don‘t want to be hugged, where the closest grocery/
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LCBO/beer stores are, etc. Bring your questions—even the silly ones! There will be a short 

walking tour (or tractor tour if the Duchess is available) to help you get to know the land. 

Kubb (Shane and Brynn) Come out and learn how to play the great lawn game Kubb.  Join 

Kubb Canada as they show how to play and join in on the fun!  They are offering "loaner" 

sets for the duration of KG as well so be sure to grab a set, set up a pitch, and have fun! 

Land beyond the naked eye (Rising Pheonix) There is a land beyond the naked eye where 

a plethora of creatures live in relative harmony. Some of the medicine men of South Ameri-

ca (to name only one amongst many) used hallucinogenic potions to pierce the veil between 

our world and theirs, and come back with stories and teachings as well as wisdom on how to 

deal with situations. I invite you to come with me on a journey to the other side, in theory, 

accompanied with a summary bestiary of this world. Be advised there will not be any potion 

giving or taking—the journey will be visual. So welcome to all travelers.  

Magic with Ontario native plants (Ivy) Ontario is home to a fantastically diverse array of 

native trees, shrubs and herbs, from the rare and exotic ("What, that actually grows in Cana-

da?") to the homey and familiar. Take a whirlwind tour of the plant kingdom, and discover 

the supernatural uses that traditions from around the world have found for the plants in our 

own back yard. 

Magical mentoring (Ron and Raven) Join us for a discussion on the ins and outs of giving 

instruction in magic. If you have taught others, or are interesting in doing so, come share 

ideas and stories in how to do so effectively and safely. 

Magickal herbology (Meri Fowler) Each plant contains a special energy signature that can 

enhance our own psychic powers and intentions. Plants are our teachers, our guides and our 

friends. This is a very ancient practice that was the secret of witches and wise men and wom-

en. Because of its power it was outlawed by the Christian church and the information was 

nearly lost. There is a renewed interest in this practice that can take a lifetime to learn. This 

workshop will give an overview of the practice and focus on the shamanic aspect connecting 

with the spirit of the plants and the plant allies. 

Make your own boffo weapon (Hobbes) Learn how to make your own boffo weapon from 

PVC piping, insulation foam, and duct tape. You will also learn how to care for your boffo 

weapon and fight with it safely. These are the weapons used the in Warrior Circle events that 

have been so popular in the past few years.  Note: Each person registered will be creating 

one weapon.  There will be a $10 fee for materials. 

Red Spiral Women’s Retreat 
August 22 to August 24, 2014 at Raven’s Knoll 

 

This retreat is a weekend breather from the day-to-day grind, crammed with activities and time to 
re-connect with your own spirit, with nature and with other women of like mind. (Women only, 16 

and up. Only attendees of the retreat may camp at Raven's Knoll at this time.)  

www.redspiralwomensretreat.webs.com 
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Making the most of ritual (Juniper Jeni) Here we will discuss how to get the most out of 

ritual. From big festival rituals to solitary ones and everything in between, different ritual 

types each have their own purpose. Learn what they are and how to tune into them. What are 

reasonable and unreasonable expectations for different types of ritual? How to improve your 

experience and make it truly meaningful. Pagans of all levels of experience will enjoy this 

workshop, but it is especially recommended for new pagans and first-time festers. 

Medieval herbalist's garden (Lucie DuFresne) Of what would a medieval herbalist's gar-

den have consisted? And how would the plants have been used in everyday life? What culi-

nary, aromatic, healing, spiritual, and/or magical uses would they have had? How can this 

knowledge be used today? A hands-on, interactive workshop using actual plants and plant 

preparations led by Lucie DuFresne of the The Pilgrim's Garden. Bring paper and pencil! 

There will be a $2 fee to help cover materials. 

Open drum circle (Kevin McLaughlin) This is a jam session open to the public. Please 

bring your drum(s), your tambourine, your obo, your maracas, heck even bring your little 

brown jug if you want to play it.  Why: Because I have noticed a lack of drum circles in the 

area. 

Organic on a budget (Jan Mathieson Wright) There are lots of good reasons to include 

organic food in our diets, but the prices can often be steep. This workshop will present strat-

egies, tips and resources on how to buy organic without blowing your grocery budget. 

Paganism 101 (Eagle Eyes) An introduction to what paganism is all about.   Keep in mind 

that if you ask 20 people what paganism is, you'll receive 21 different answers. We will stick 

to the basics and talk about what many pagans believe and follow.  Paganism is an umbrella 

term and so many different paths fall under the category, therefore there are as many varia-

tions as there are people. I will discuss what being pagan means to me, and possibly help 

you to find what it means to you. 

Paganism and Jesus: closer than you think!  (Lukayo Faye Estrella and Jacky)  

Can one be pagan and still like, respect, or love Jesus? Absolutely! 

In this facilitated discussion, we will explore old texts and see how 

Jesus was not what mainstream Christianity made him out to be. 

The Gnostic Gospels can help see Jesus as a proponent of each 

person's ability to have a direct connection with divinity, a position 

in line with many pagan worldviews. Also, aspects of the New 

Testament parallel many elements in pagan religions of that time 

such as Mithraism. Participants will have the opportunity to share 

their own views and deconstruct complicated feelings about Jesus. 

Pick-up sticks (Ron Lyen) In keeping with this year's theme of Field and Forest, Ron in-

vites you to come play with sticks—and other pointy objects. This workshop will provide 

participants with an introductory flavour of filipino arnis, a weapon-based art focused on 

using sticks, knives and swords.  

 

Field and forest fact 
The most isolated tree in the world was an acacia in the Sahara Desert—l‘Arbre 

du Ténéré. Despite being in the middle of a desert, 400 kilometres from anywhere, 

in 1973 the tree was hit and knocked  over by a drunk driver. 
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Playing with the dead (Amalyn) Roadkill is an unfortunately common 

sight along highways and roads. How can we honour the animals who 

have met their end, while making use of the materials their bodies present 

us with?  Amalyn demonstrates and discusses the concerns of working 

with roadkill, and some of the legalities and possible health concerns sur-

rounding it. A discussion of techniques, as well as the meditative aspects 

found while working with the animal bodies.  Some samples of her tanned 

skins, fur-wool, and bone sculptures will be presented, and an opportunity 

to work on a new bone sculpture with her is an option. 

Poly 101 (Nadia and Stephen) What is polyamory? How does it work? How is it not just 

cheating? Is it the same thing as swinging or polygamy? What's a ―Triad‖? Don't you ever 

get jealous? How can you build solid, healthy relationships that work? Join us to explore 

answers to these questions and more in this introduction for those new to poly and those 

curious about what polyamory is and isn't. 

Poly ABCs – Agreements, boundaries, and contracts (Nadia and Stephen) What are they 

and how can your relationships benefit from them? Join us for an advanced polyamory panel 

where we will discuss different types of agreements and contracts as well things to consider 

when establishing boundaries. Topics will include negotiation, check-ins, defining your 

terms, examples of contracts, and more. (Note: Prerequisite for this panel – Poly 101 or 

equivalent poly experience) 

PolyMIRs - Metamour interactions and relationships (Nadia and Stephen) A panel for 

those already in the poly lifestyle regarding the relationships and interactions between meta-

mours (partners of partners). How important is it to you that your metamours have a good 

relationship? What kind of relationship are you comfortable with? We will cover methods of 

conflict resolution, baggage awareness, dealing with jealousy, tolerance versus acceptance, 

and more. (Note: Prerequisite for this panel – Poly 101 or equivalent poly experience) 

Quest for Ravens Knoll 2014  (Andrew "AJ" Jennings) Two forces of nature, light and 

dark, are vying for control of the Ley Line Nexus. Can the six League Defenders put togeth-

er their teams to face this new threat and save the hamlet of Ravens Knoll? Each League 

Defender is in search of brave warriors, mages, psychics, thieves and alchemists. Ages 10 

and up for new players (younger players who participated last year are 'grandfathered in'). 

Players will have an expanded rules set to create their characters from! You are responsible 

for making your own gear/mana/equipment. There will be a prep session on Thursday to 

introduce the rules and create characters. 

Ritual—Blót to Yngvi-Freyr (Jade Pichette) A ritual to Yngvi-Freyr, Heathen God of the 

World, God of Fertility, Prosperity and Sexuality will be done at the Raven's Knoll Ve. Peo-

ple will be introduced to the Ve, and the Freyr god pole, with recognition given to the Frigg 

and Odin god poles. Please bring offerings of food, drink or other items, but no weapons. 

Ritual—Bread Baking Ritual (Austin "Auz" Lawrence and friends) Lammas is the 

"feast of bread."  In Wicca and neo-paganism it is a time to glory in the bounty of our lives. 

It is also the time of year of "Freyfaxi," a festival dedicated to the Norse god 

of sheaf and grain and harvest; and a time of harvest celebration of many 

other cultures.  Raven's Knoll now has a medieval bread oven.  Huzzah!  We 

will work together to ritually bake the loaves we will be sharing at main ritual 

on Saturday, in the style of our ancestors.  Please arrive with well-washed 

hands and forearms, as well as hair bound and/or covered. 
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Ritual—Farewell Ritual (MA, Auz and friends) Fields go fallow so that they can renew 

again with crops and forests lose their leaves to feed their roots.  Join together to wrap up the 

memories of this gathering in those remembrances of festivals from the past 25 years. Let us 

bid ―Hail and Farewell‖ to gods and spirits that dwelled so close to us during the gathering, 

as we bid hail and farewell to friends new and old… until we meet again. 

Ritual—Fields of Gender – Third Gender Rite (Lokabrenna Kindred) Gender isn't two 

boxes, or even a line between two points. It is a field filled with wild flowers, thistles and 

weeds which can be traversed in many ways. But why limit yourself to any one 

spot? Let your basket be filled with as much gender-fullness as you care to carry.  

Ritual—Fire Lighting Ritual (Salamander) The ceremonial lighting of the 

bonfire that will warm our bodies and spirits throughout the week. 

Ritual—GLBTQ Ritual (Alex Del Busso and Friends) ―As Witches we dance between the 

worlds, let the dance carry us between the genders.‖ With discussion and dance we will cele-

brate the union of the Goddess and the God from which we are all born. As we find our 

place in the world, embracing the Love of the Goddess and God for us, we explore how we 

can use the energy of this love in our daily lives. Everyone is welcome – GLBTQ and 

friends. 

Ritual—Horned Lord (Juniper Jeni and Angela Grey) Deep in the pine forest, in the 

wilder part of Raven‘s Knoll, is a grove where the Horned Lord rules. He stands there in his 

guise as the guardian of wild places, the master of witches, and the one who guides the dead. 

Join the hedgewitches of the Knoll for a devotional ritual to honour Him. Please meet at the 

entrance of the Spiral promptly at the appointed time, so we may process in together. Be sure 

to bring offerings for the Horned One. Be aware that it is a long walk into the Spiral.  

Ritual—Lesser banishing ritual of the pentagram and introduction to ceremonial mag-

ick (Amalyn) This ritual is a staple "first" ceremonial ritual of cleansing and banishing. Per-

formed properly it allows people to prepare themselves and the physical/astral space for the 

initiation of any ceremonial ritual. In this workshop you will learn the basic 101 of invoca-

tion/evocation and the main points of banishing as well as ceremonial magick. If ceremonial 

gods are not your cup of tea, this banishing will be shown with goddess-friendly modifica-

tions. The ritual will be explained, then demonstrated with room for questions after.  

Ritual—Loki Ritual (Shane) A ritual to the Norse deity has happened for many years and 

will continue once again.  With the private raising of his image at the knoll this year, a prop-

er ve will be constructed for him giving him a proper home in which he may be revered.  If 

you have an open mind or an affinity towards Loki, feel free to join us.   

Ritual—Main Ritual: A Lammas Remembrance (MA, Auz and friends) Kaleidoscope 

Gathering is a celebration of high summer at the Lammas-tide. Through the spiral of the 

seasons we arrive at the Feast of Bread. Bread, formed of grain of the field, cooked by wood 

of the forest. Bread, the heart of our ancestors‘ hearths. This year we remember past KGs 

main rituals: in fecundity drawn forth from elves, spirits and fairies; from the traditions of 

the Old Gods of Celtic clan and the lands visited by the Vikings; of civilized Roman gods of 

field and forest to the ancient fruitfulness of Goddess and God written in artifact of stone and 

bone.  Together we will experience, we will invoke, we will remember, we will spiral, we 

will feast of bread. (Staff Note: If you drum, bring one.  If you are mobility impaired, bring a 

chair.  Shade and hydrate yourself.  Wear clothing you can dance, run, and move in.) 
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Ritual—Men‘s Ritual (Stephane Lebeau) Liminal Spaces - Men of all ages and aspects 

are invited to come share in frith and brotherhood, a transformative ceremony that will, 

hopefully, allow them to step through the veil, explore the spaces between, and return as 

changed men. 

Ritual—Men‘sCairn walk (Ethan Kinkaid and Cormac) Each year some men look for-

ward to the powerful, intimate atmosphere that the Cairn offers where we put aside the pos-

turing and daily facade and just discuss men's issues together. The solemn procession to the 

Cairn to place another stone from home on it, to remember those men who inspired us who 

are no longer with us and to add our own power reinforces the power of the Cairn. Meet at 

the Stage, don't forget your stone. This is a men-only event, including our trans brothers. 

Ritual—Men's Warrior Circle (Hobbes) From humble beginnings, the KG Warrior Circle 

has quickly become a Fest favourite. This men-only event invites you to tap into your warri-

or energy and face off against your opponents in a circle of honour. Boffo weapons are sup-

plied, but if you have your own you are welcome to bring them along 

(they must be approved by the event organizer). 

Ritual—Mixed Warrior Circle (Hobbes) At this event, men and 

women can now challenge each other with boffo weapons drawn! The 

champions of the Men‘s and Women‘s Warrior Circle will also unite 

in a ritual of competitive camaraderie using foam weapons. Be pre-

pared to cheer for your champion in good spirit! 

Ritual—Prosperity Ritual (Craig Walker) Many moons ago the first prosperity ritual was 

performed at KG. A few festers got together and gave a part of their wealth so that one 

would prosper. Using sacred scrying cards and tokens they called upon Fortuna to name Her 

champion. Often heard are ―Luck be a lady tonight‖ and ―Baby needs a new pair of shoes‖ 

as common calls. The Prosperity Ritual is a charity card tournament run at KG. The partici-

pants make a donation to the chosen charity and enjoy a friendly game with mirth and merri-

ment. For more details speak to the rite master. Anyone over the age of 18 is welcome to 

attend.  

Ritual—Stag King (Past Stag Kings) The great Kaleidoscope tradition. Life, death, rebirth, 

blood, the forces of nature… all in one tight package bursting with testosterone and machis-

mo! What more could you ask for? Any man of age may join the competition. Boys, girls 

and women are welcome to cheer at the start and finish, but please keep the ritual sacred by 

staying away from the competitors during the ritual. 

Ritual—Techno Gods Ritual (Ethan & Kaitlyn Kincaid) There have always been gods of 

inspiration and innovation. They have seen mankind rise from sticks and stones to cell-

phones and rockets. We honour these forces in our lives and pray for the power of invention, 

and the wisdom to use it wisely.  This year, in honour of the Field and Forest theme, we will 

pay homage to the gods of agriculture that we may continue to eat without destroying nature.  

If you have cell phones, please bring them and leave them on and on ringer as techno-

divination will be in effect. 

Field and forest fact 
There are approximately one million ants for every human being on earth. 
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Ritual—The Trials of Artemis (Kim Ross and Rachel Creamer) Open to 

all adult women of the community (18+), this ritual draws on the memory of 

the mighty women who came before us, and connects them to the women 

who strive today, so that they may inspire those yet to be. The competitors' 

strength, wisdom and wits will be challenged and the wisdom of the elders 

will determine who is most worthy to wield the spear of the Huntress for the 

coming year and be the symbolic representation of the provider and protec-

tor of our people.   

Ritual—Thoughts and Memories (Salamander) Begun in 2010, Thoughts and Memories 

is the night to offer a small portion of food, drink, paper, cloth or tobacco to the fire in 

memory of a loved one, to celebrate a milestone or to mark the beginning of a new path. 

This event is for brief, personally meaningful offerings. Nothing may be burned without first 

obtaining permission from the FireKeeper. 

Ritual—Welcoming Ritual (MA, Auz and friends) At the opening ritual we gather togeth-

er as a community to announce ourselves to the gods and the spirits of the land.  Both field 

and forest are all around us at Raven‘s Knoll, and the opening ritual ushers in those ancestral 

memories of field and forest felt deep within our sinew and bone. We commune with one 

another as a diverse village united in respect for John Barleycorn and dryad.  Bring your 

good thoughts and intention, to match the offerings that will be made. 

Ritual—Women's Ritual (Tracy Thillmann) In the spirit of Field and Forest come and 

join us in a celebration of women. From the ashes of what has gone before, new growth is 

achieved. Celebrating together our strength through adversity and the growth we find from 

it. This ritual will be an experience of empowerment and transformation. All who wish to 

experience their female energy are welcome. *No green thumb required* 

Ritual—Women's Warrior Circle (Kim Ross) An exploration of the warrior spirit, its 

aspects, and what it means to women today. This will be followed by connecting with your 

warrior in a tournament of skill and daring! (Foam weapons only)  

Roleplaying games (Jeff Wilson-Williams) Roleplaying games are a fun way to escape 

who you normally are.  You assume the role of someone else, assuming the other character‘s 

speech, mannerisms and personality.  Ever wanted to explore a certain personality trait?  

Have an excuse to let loose that little inner voice and blow off some steam? Roleplaying 

games give you these opportunities to step outside of yourself. No previous experience is 

required.  The game will not run more than four hours. 

Sharing the dance: bonding between generations (Fiddlehead Soup/Doug Hendry) 

Dance has always been with us: as a celebration; as a preparation; as a means to spiritual 

awakening; as a part of courtship; to build trust; and for just plain fun.  We will learn dances 

from Medieval, Renaissance and more recent times. In some we mime being things other 

than we are: peas, horses, village gossips. We will learn dances used for courtship, dances 

performed in the court, and dances celebrating the feasts in the village green. And best of all, 

we will dance together—young, older and wise-ones, men, women and everything in-

between, creating a shared experience. 

Field and forest fact 
A pair of lions can mate 40-50 times in a day. And we thought Fest was busy. 
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So ya wanna do some energy work, huh?! (Myst) One of the bare bones basics of ANY 

energy work: grounding and protecting!  Learn a basic format for grounding and protecting 

that is easy to adapt to make it your own.  This is a "101" for anyone doing any kind of work 

that involves working with energy, spirit, or a combination thereof.  Enhance your medita-

tions, readings, healings, etc., with this basic skill using visualization, focus, and breathing. 

So you are pagan/heathen? Now what? (Douglas Thew, Juniper Jeni and Eagle Eyes) 

This is an open roundtable discussion on the current state of our faiths, our community, and 

what directions we need to head in to better accommodate and work with the next genera-

tions of pagans.  It is open to all, elder and neophyte alike, and your voice is welcome. 

Social permaculture: living and creating a more permanent culture (Rachel Young) 

Come share, learn and teach about more sustainable ways of creating a permanent culture. 

Learn about living with others, group dynamics that affect decisions and actions, consensus 

building and renewal, and creating more abundant relationships with others. Study what 

Reclaiming author Starhawk calls "people care principles" and learn about larger scale de-

velopments in cooperative culture. Not so much a teaching session as sharing, so bring your 

ideas for creating fellowship and cooperation. 

Spiritual hunter, sacred prey (Jordan Phoenix) To the spiritu-

al hunter, the killing of prey is not their primary purpose, the 

hunt is.  Through the hunt, the spiritual hunter can experience a 

profound connection with the earth unlike any other, weaving a 

bond between them and the land that is so complete that the line 

where one ends and the other begins blurs into invisibility. Learn 

about this bond, the sacred roles of predator and prey, and the 

sacrament that is the hunt. This workshop will discuss some 

myth and history, but its focus is the philosophy and practice of 

hunting as a spiritual pursuit in our modern era. 

Symbolic witchcraft: designing and creating sigils (Olivia Cox) A workshop for all man-

ner of witches and pagans, young and old. This workshop will give you the ability and confi-

dence to create your own personalized sigils for ritual work, talismans, spells, and wards 

around the house. Through the creative process and your own designs, you'll be able to de-

sign and create sigils for all your needs. 

Tantric yoga energy work 1: six chakras (Bex vanKoot) While we often think of the 

chakras as a very ancient tradition, most of what we know of them now is based on modern, 

new age interpretations of Tantric knowledge from the post-classical period of yoga around 

1500 years ago.  In this first discussion we will talk about the traditional associations and 

qualities of each of the six main chakras (root to third eye) and practice some simple exercis-

es to activate these energy centers. 

Tantric yoga energy work 2: portals and channels (Bex vanKoot) In part two of this dis-

cussion, we will expand on our previous workshop dealing with the six major chakras, talk-

ing about the three main portals of energy in the body through which energy can enter and 

exit (the earth star, the heart center, and the crown) as well as the major channels through 

which this kundalini energy flows, uniting Shiva and Shakti, heaven and earth.  Along with 

the theory, we will share a practice of breathing and physical exercises which can help to 

increase the flow of this energy safely and effectively. 
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Tea and Tai Chi (Shen the Unnamed) Join Shen in practicing the relaxing movements of 

Tai Chi and Chi Gong in the morning while enjoying a lovely cup of rejuvenating tea. Don't 

know your green tea from oolong? Have no idea what pu ehr tea is? Does your tea always 

taste like hot leaf juice? All these questions will be answered and more as you will be able to 

sample from a variety of rejuvenating teas. Tea cups are limited so please bring your own if 

you wish to partake in this elixir of life that has long been used by the Chinese sages to pro-

mote health and longevity. 

Teaching of the drum (Elder Skip Ross) Join Anishinaabe Elder 

Skip Ross as he demonstrates how to make a traditional frame drum 

with rawhide.  During this two- to three-hour workshop, Elder Skip 

will also outline the wisdom of the drum and how it exists as a key 

feature in Anishinaabe culture, spirituality and ceremony. (Staff Note: 

As a mark of respect for the Red Road path, do not bring alcoholic 

beverages to the workshop or have consumed any prior to arrival.  A 

small symbolic gift of tobacco is appreciated, but not required.) 

Teen Warrior Circle (Hobbes and friends) Are you a teen with a warrior's spirit? Do you 

have honour that has yet to be tested? Come join us in the Teen Warrior Circle where you 

will raise your boffo sword and do battle with other teens, and maybe any adults who are 

brave enough to face you! Boffo swords will be provided, but if you have your own, bring it 

along (must be approved by the host). Ages 13-17 

Textile crafting: from mordant to heddle (Jacqueline Thomas) Humans have been spin-

ning and weaving textiles for at least 30,000 years. The importance and spiritual nature of 

this craft can be seen throughout the world in holy texts, illustrations and lore. Although, 

sadly, with the advent of mass production the handcrafted textile arts are dying out.  In this 

workshop I will be giving demonstrations on various aspects of the process: which fibers to 

choose, how to use natural dyes, spinning on a drop spindle, how to construct a simple loom, 

and prepare it to begin a project. We'll also be discussing alternative fibres, upcycling, and 

weaving meditations.  

The Kestos Himas: aspects of Aphrodite (Matt M) In the Iliad, Aphrodite's sacred sash or 

"kestos himas" is described as being cunningly worked and containing all forms of love, 

desire and flirtation. It is the symbol of Her power to create desire in any being that exists, 

save only the goddesses Athena, Artemis and Hestia. Love, sex, desire and pleasure are both 

integral parts of our lives and cosmic forces that bind the cosmos together. I use the symbol-

ism of the Kestos Himas to explore the epithets of Aphrodite, from both ancient sources and 

UPG, as a way of thinking about Her presence in the universe and in our lives today.  

The land is listening: working with land spirits (Angela Grey) Many different pagan 

paths emphasize the importance of developing a relationship with local landscapes.  But why 

is this important?  How does one go about it?  And how can this kind of work deepen and 

strengthen your personal practice?  Join us for one witch‘s perspective on working with 

landscapes, and the spirits that reside within them.  Discussion to follow.   

Field and forest fact 
A wøødwøse once bit my sister. No really! She was carving her initials on the 

wøødwøse with an interspace toothbrush… (Staff note: We apologize for the fault 

in the “Field and Forest Facts.” Those responsible have been sacked.) 
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To be or not to be in a coven/heathen group (Jean Sébastien Daunais) We‘ll discuss 

what working with a group means. Is working in a coven good for everyone? What is ex-

pected of me from the group and what can I expect from it? We will try to answer those 

questions and any others you might have. It will be a good time to ask for tips on how to find 

a group. Bienvenue au francophone. 

Totems in my life (Rising Pheonix) How to find, see and connect with your totem animals. 

Prerequisite: have attended the ―Land beyond the naked eye‖ workshop. 

Vikings vs the Panty Cannon (Kestral Pyr) A battle between the Vikings of KG and the 

infamous Panty Cannon. Last year we suffered a major loss to the Vikings but we are back 

again for a rematch! Come cheer for your favourite side. Who will win this year—the Vi-

kings or the Panty Cannon? 

Woodwose: from Green Man to bigfoot (Austin "Auz" Lawrence) The woodwose is the 

archetypical Wild Man of the European forest.  There is scattered lore from a number of 

countries regarding this human-like creature of the forest, clad only in greenish hair.  The 

legend and myth surrounding the woodwose shares characteristics with that of the Green 

Man, the Green Knight, Wild Men and feral children, lycanthropy, windigo, as well as yeti, 

sasquatch and bigfoot.  At this workshop we will chat about this obscure figure in our pagan 

lore and discuss the possible meaning of the ritual "The Charge of the Woodwose." 

Working with animal parts (Juniper Jeni) Bones, feathers, hide and more. How and why 

do we work with these tools? Where do we get them? What are the ethical concerns? Are 

there vegan alternatives? How do we use them with the proper level of respect for the crea-

ture who once occupied them? Join Juniper as we discuss these questions and more. Juni will 

bring examples from her own collection for you to view. At the end there will be a chance to 

perform a simple ―reddening the bones‖ ritual for a skull! Don't know what that is? Come 

and find out! 

Writing and performing effective rituals (Angela Grey) What are the different types of 

ritual, and when is each one appropriate?  How do you smudge 100 people in a reasonable 

amount of time?  And what do you do when you forget your lines?  Let‘s face it: while ritual 

scripts are great, there are often critical points that they don‘t cover; points that you general-

ly discover mid-rite, often with a sea of expectant faces looking up at you.  Join us for a live-

ly discussion of rituals gone awry, as well as tips and tricks for handling common problems.  

Part of the "Practical Tips for Modern Witches" series.  

Yoga on the beach (Laurie Benson Waller) We meet every morning at 9:00 a.m.at the 

Beach to stretch and strengthen and do a bit of meditation to start the day. All ages and lev-

els welcome! 

KornuKopia Gathering 
September 13 to 15, 2013 at Raven’s Knoll 

  

 ~ “Burning of the Boar’ ritual 

 ~ communal “Fall Fruits Feast”  

A gathering for Pagans to celebrate the last bounty of 
the Summer and the Turning of the Wheel of the Year 
into Fall , honouring the gods in mirth and reverence 
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Bardic 2014 Rules 

  

1. Performers have five (5) minutes, total, to present a piece never per-

formed at KG Bardic before. 

2. Song, story, stand-up, recitation, theatre ... any style is allowed. The 

more ―off the book‖ you are the better, but reading a piece is okay. 

3. You will be judged on Material, Presentation, and Performance. 

4. The Bardic will consist of 18 slots of five (5) minutes each. Registra-

tion will be Saturday morning at The Rabbit Hole at 9:00 a.m. Get 

there on time to try to get on the list.  

5. Bribes are fun! But they certainly do not guarantee a win.  They are 

part of your 5 minutes.  Keep ‗em short.  Be creative!  Jock likes al-

cohol, MA likes chocolate (and puppies), and Auz likes smoked fish, 

pickled fish, salted fish, canned fish, and beer. The Judges don‘t ex-

pect a three course meal, but one year they got one. It‘s part of the 

pageantry and show. And there is a best bribe category!  

6. Be Prepared. Be Sharp. Have all you need ready to go. Get up! Tell 

us who you are. Bribe. Tell us what you are going to do.  Perform. 

Accept accolades. Get off. No humming, no tuning, having or wast-

ing valuable Bardic time that we could have sold to Facebook for an 

exorbitant amount for a cheap ad. 

7. The Bardic is a community event, so performers should remember 

that there are children in the audience. You don‘t have to be lily 

white, but avoid swamp green. If a performance is beyond the pale, a 

large loud man in a kilt will get you to stop. 

8. The MC runs the Bardic. His decisions on all things are final.  The 

MC is Jock MacGregor. (Both Odin and Hecate were consulted in the 

creation of this rule.) 

9. The Judges are the power under the kilt.  Their decisions are unques-

tionable and their whims are as life to us mere mortals.   You‘ve been 

told.   

Above all ... Have fun! 
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Alex del Busso has studied art, classical ballet, modern dance, and theatre. He has helped 

organize the 2008 Montreal Out Games, choreographed the bonfire welcoming dance at 

Starwood Festival, and led many public rituals at KG and at Wic-Can-Fest. 

Amalyn is an artist, photographer, and dreamer with narcolepsy. Her path is a mix of Sami, 

Dievturība (Latvian), Celtic, and various other elements. Growing up in Sudbury, she saw a 

lot of roadkill as a child, but was forbidden to touch. After having a skunk hit in front of her 

house, she began attempting to tan skins, and preserve bones. 

Andrew "AJ" Jennings Artist, Lover, Fighter, Renegade Romantic, Schmoozer, 

Bag'o'Laughs, annnnnd GAME MASTER! Abandon All Hope Ye Who Enter Here! 

Angela Grey is a co-founder of the Witches Sabbat at RK, and is an avid student of hearth, 

green and hedge witchcraft.  She is also fabulously queer, and cheats at Kubb.  

Bex vanKoot is a spirit worker, shaman, seeker, writer, adventurer, yogini, sex-positive 

feminist, permaculture enthusiast and homebody with wanderlust. When I'm not dancing 

round the fire, you'll find me offering guided meditation services or making magic in the 

fields and forests.  

Brynn Hultquist She of the infamous and unmissable Wonder Woman socks. Artist, health 

advocate, mom, and renowned blogger. The program cover art and Game-of-Thrones-esque 

banners you see around KG are her handiwork. 

Christine O'Connor has been around KG since time immemorial. Despite being naturally 

rebellious, not to mention easily bored and distracted, she has nevertheless managed to settle 

down and concentrate just long enough to produce two Bachelor degrees, four children and 

seven grandchildren.  

Christopher Kelly-Bisson is a solitary witch, farmer and permaculture design consultant 

based in Ottawa. He is a founder and organizer with Permaculture Ottawa, and the editor of 

The Rhizome: Journal of Permaculture Design. He holds an MA in Geography from Car-

leton University. 

Cormac aka Fraser Sinclair aka the Queen of Frivolity I have attended Kaleidoscope for 

about 20 years since the times we prayed to break 200 attendees. I have made it my mission 

to share all that I have learned with the young people so, with their knowledge and mine, 

they become better than me.  

Craig Walker is an 18 year KG vet dating back to the years on Bob's land. After 12 years in 

the hospitality industry Craig has decided to start down a new career path and is completing 

an Honours BA in Communications at U of Ottawa. Craig lives in Ottawa with his two cats, 

is an avid gamer and follows an eclectic path. 

Doug Hendry has been playing music since the age of 4. He has taught ceilidh and renais-

sance dancing for 5 years, even to people who claim they have two left feet. He likes nothing 

better than inducing a group of total strangers into having a wonderfully fun time together 

dancing to live music. 

Doug ―The Ferryman‖ Thew is the source of so many KG anecdotes and legends it would 

take another whole program to recount them.  

Presenter Biographies 
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Drew Thomson‘s natural curiosity has led him down a winding path of various interests and 

acquisition of knowledge; ranging from the stories and insights of Aboriginal spiritualty, to 

spirit guides, to a fondness for rocks and gem stones, to his great respect for nature and ani-

mals (particularly ravens).  

Eagle Eyes is a Flying Monkey and KG‘s patron saint of newbies. He is a guiding light in 

the darkness for all those found standing in the middle of the Yellow Brick Road trembling, 

eyes glazed over, muttering to themselves, ―So big… so many pagans…‖ 

Frank Schornagel (aka Forkbeard) has been a KG regular since 2003 and a member of 

Clearwater Kindred since 2006. Frank was gifted one of the two Silver Arm Rings from the 

first Hail and Horn Gathering for his work in the heathen community. Frank enjoys short 

drives across the country and is planning a trip to three of our coasts. This trip will not be 

made using man-powered vehicles however, as he is not yet that eccentric. 

Helmut is the Dean of KG vendors, and Master of the Fest archery lists. 

Hobbes is an eclectic pagan and bard from Montreal. He has been performing the KG Bard-

ic for over 10 years, although he has never won it. (Staff note: but he‘s not bitter. Really.) He 

has won awards has published two CDs of stories and a book.  

Ivy lives behind a keyboard in southern Ontario, where she reads and writes about the histo-

ry of occultism. 

Jacqueline Thomas has been with the community for 19 years. Once a world traveller, she 

hung up that life to take on a much greater adventure: motherhood. She is returning to school 

to pursue a degree in textile archaeology.  

Jade Pichette is a Heathen Gythia who this year led the blot to Freyr at Hail and Horn Gath-

ering. She is also one of the organizers of the Feast of Sekhmet and at KG can be found as a 

member of Unity Camp. 

Jan Mathieson Wright is a green witch living on a 6-acre hobby farm in south-eastern On-

tario. 

Jeff Wilson-Williams I grew up in a bad situation that left me with a rather towering anger 

problem. I overcame it, but not without help.  One of the more powerful sources of help was 

my Yogi who taught me many meditations.  Now I hope to share. I have also been playing 

and running both tabletop and LARP games since 1989, and have run games at conventions.  

Jordan Phoenix As an archivist, Jordan has a keen desire to preserve and study the past, and 

when combined with his 15+ years in the pagan community many interesting results occur, 

not least being his keen interest in how ancient beliefs and traditions permeate into contem-

porary life.  

JS (Jean Sébastien Daunais) I've been a member from a traditional coven for 5 years and 

was last year‘s dying Stag King. Be aware that some of my friends find my "strange scottish 

accent" (french), big size and long beard make me look like a big teddy bear so don't be shy 

and talk to me. 

Juniper Jeni has practiced hedge-witchcraft since her mid-teens. She runs the Walking the 

Hedge website, which contains her blog and a popular forum. Juniper will perform divina-

tions with just about anything—including marbles and bottle caps—and she loves to mess 

about with bits and pieces of dead things. 
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Kaitlyn and Ethan Kincaid participate in a Northern Tradition Kindred called Lokabrenna 

Kindred, based in Montreal. A video game developer and author, respectively, they practice 

a blend of magics comprised of chaos magic, sex magic, and Heathen practices synthesized 

with technology. They have been practising magic for seven years. They like to take the road 

less travelled, so long as it's on Google Maps. 

Kat Summerbell is the Queen of the KG Pirate Camp. She has attended KG almost since its 

inception and has been an earth-mother-loving kitchen witch, and member of Ottawa's pagan 

community for over 25 years. She has a massive collection of pagan chants, Irish and East 

Coast traditional songs, and sea shanties. Opening a songbook within five kilometres of Kat 

acts like a summoning spell—she will magically appear. 

Keenan Viau has been practicing Usui style Reiki since 2005 and received his Mastery in 

2008. He has been the guest practitioner for Yoga Unite, an event-based not-for-profit, for 

the past two years. In 2012, he opened his own practice in Toronto.  

Kestral Pyr is a Druid at heart and practitioner and a follower of Epona. Her dad is the won-

derful person who donates the cannon that she brings every year so we can all have fun fir-

ing panties at each other. She loves hugs and will happily give you one if you see her, but be 

forewarned, she usually has her twin red-headed girls in tow. 

Kevin MacLaughlin can be seen coming and going from the Knoll on work weekends and 

events.  By day he helps to provide Internet access to the far reaches of the Bonnechere Val-

ley, but by night he can be found working hard at the Knoll.  His magic powers include mak-

ing sick mechanical things work and invoking the Unicorn, if required. 

Kim Ross is a master of all things flammable, an editor, anthropologist, linguist, humanist 

and a seeker of knowledge. She has been a member of the pagan community for over 20 

years, was Fire-keeper for KG for 10 years and has also been a Flying Monkey. She enjoys 

helping people to better understand each other through the lens of language and culture. 

Kimi Bois is the owner of Gypsy Scents Aromatherapy, and creates products based on her 

knowledge of natural ingredients and aromatherapy practises. Trained in aromatherapy, 

Kimi shares this knowledge in ways that make it easy to apply to everyday life. She has been 

working with essential oils for over 13 years and loves creating unique blends. 

Lana Kouchnir A Ukrainian pagan reconstructionist witch and a trained peer support listen-

ing worker, Lana is also a poet, performer, and arts organizer. She studies performance art at 

d'bi young's Watah School and serves as an organizer for YouthCanSlam 2014. Her poetry 

will be published in the Ochun Anthology by Sorplusi Institute Press this July. 

Laurie Benson works in Munchkinland, using her art, music and drama background, and 

her Montessori training, to inspire creativity. She also recently received her advanced yoga 

teacher training in India, and also teaches practical herbalism.  

Lucie DuFresne has a PhD, is owner of The Pilgrim's Garden, member of the Ottawa Herb 

Society, long time gardener and is currently preparing an Arts & Science project on medie-

val herbology for the SCA, she has been lecturing and writing on aspects of herbal 

knowledge for close to 20 years. 

Lukayo Faye Estrella and Jacky Jacky is a Two-Spirit mixed heritage animist. He is mak-

ing his way to the Red Road and respects some pre-Christian European traditions and early 

Gnosticism. Lukayo is a performer, writer, educator, organizer, and animist/spiritworker 

with a background in their Bikolano/Filipino ancestral traditions, Northern Tradition Pagan-

ism and Chaos Magick. 
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Marc Duguay was raised fishing, hunting, trapping and food gathering since a very young 

age. He loves a good walk in the woods or a day relaxing with a fishing pole when he is not 

carving or wood burning a new project.    

Matt M. I have been primarily worshipping Aphrodite for about three years, particularly 

studying and thinking about Her influence on sexual diversity and variety. 

Meri Fowler has been practicing and teaching magickal herbology for many years. She is a 

3rd Degreed HPS in the American Welsh Tradition, and the founder and HPS of the Green-

wood Celtic Shamanic Wiccan Tradition. She is also has a Bachelor of Science in Nursing 

and a black belt in Ninjutsu which she teaches in her own dojo.  

Myst has trained with, and is a member of, Feathers Academy of Clairvoyants and Holistic 

Therapies.  She has helped with Spirit Rescue and also enjoyed sharing the techniques to 

connect with our Spirit Guides. Though a witch at heart, Myst welcomes the opportunity to 

learn about all pagan paths, as well as honouring her Native ancestors and guides. 

Nadia and Stephen Nadia is a secret agent by day, defending our nation from shadowy 

threats with numbers and her mind. By night: a thoughtful, engaging polyamorous gal who 

marshals her degree in Cognitive Science, keen logic, practised empathy, and years of expe-

rience with poly's ups, downs, and in-betweens to act as a poly ambassador. Stephen wields 

his many years‘ experience navigating various types of complex poly relationships for the 

powers of good. Mostly.  

Olivia Cox is a long-time practicing Toronto witch. A tarot reader, professional witch, and 

avid gardener, she is most notably the author of "TheLivingWiccan": a Pagan resource blog. 

Currently over 20,000 blog followers strong, most of Olivia's time is spent giving online 

workshops and answering a multitude of questions on witchcraft and general paganisms.  

Polly Lind is a Witch from Wellington, New Zealand, who practices an eclectic style of 

urban witchery, which involves a lot of fabric, sacred sewing, crafting and drinking tea.  She 

also has a blog 'Another Witches Blog' and can be found on Pagan Square where she writes 

about her experiences as an urban Kiwi witch.     

Rachel Young has always been fascinated by communitarian values, cooperation and shar-

ing culture. She lives in a poly cooperative house and shares what she knows about coopera-

tive ways of living. She studied Permaculture with Starhawk earning her PDC in 2011 and 

has enjoyed traveling and applying what she knows to her day to day way of living.  

Rick Dhur & Marie Douville (aka Flirtatia) have been practicing Craft together in the Otta-

wa Pagan Community for some 11 years. Rick practices a Shamanic path and Marie works a 

bit of everything. Both are senior instructors with the Ottawa Pagan Schola teaching circle. 

RisingPhoenix (aka RP) would say: she is the sum of her experience, and is still learning. 

Come talk with her, she doesn‘t bite… much.  She loves a good conversation, from meta-

physics, to hermetic sciences, to alchemy, and anything and everything in between.  

Robert Huneault Initiated 25 years ago, Robert is a member of both the Gardnerian and 

Alexandrian traditions of witchcraft, and has been the High Priest of Firestone Coven in 

Ottawa for over a decade.  Robert is passionate about the history and lore of modern witch-

craft.  He also loves science, in particular, biology and cosmology. 

Field and forest fact 
Mind you, wøødwøse bites can be pretty nasty… 

 (Staff note: We apologize again for the fault in the “Field and Forest Facts.” Those 

responsible for sacking the people who have just been sacked have been sacked.) 
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Ron & Raven Sola Ron—―Pele Ahi‖ in Hawaiian—lived in the islands of Palau in Micro-

nesia where he studied native spirituality and ritual. Prior to that, he lived in Nigeria and 

studied Hausa mysticism. He is a Priest of the Church of Extángelà based in Ohio. Raven 

has been active in the community for more than thirty years and is a Priestess of the Church 

of Extángelà. She is a practitioner and instructor of natural and ritual Magic. Her spiritual 

teaching experience includes tarot, astrology, dream interpretation, candle magic and more. 

Ron Lyen is KG‘s answer to Bond villain Oddjob. He has a worrying 

attraction to sharp, pointy things, and can often be found beating on Badg-

er with big sticks. Ron is also a superb cook who every year saves Fest 

from rowdy pirates by keeping the denizens of Pirate Camp well-fed and 

content. 

Sarah Wibberley is an apprentice and member of the Avalon Druid Or-

der (ADO) since 2003.  In 2009 she was initiated as a Pathwalker. She is 

also a Reiki Master and has a BSc. in Health Information Science. When 

she isn't in Dragon Camp,  she resides near Ottawa. 

Shane Hultquist is KG‘s original redneck and the unseen hand behind the 

Fest website. He also has an affinity for the trickster Loki, and for strange games that in-

volve hurling big lumps of wood. Those two facts may or may not be related. 

Shen the Unnamed has practiced Tai Chi Chuan and Chi Gong for over the last decade with 

a lifelong love for all things tea. Specializing in Yang and Chen style Tai Chi Chuan. He 

found out that his master was a true practitioner when he woke up one morning only to find 

him flying away on the back of a crane to the celestial realms. 

Stéphane "Steph" Lebeau has been coming to KG since 2006.  In order to give back to the 

local pagan community that has given him so much, he has been, at times, a singer, a story-

teller, a student and teacher of energy work methods with the Ottawa Pagan Schola, as well 

as a ritual leader and the current Scribe of the Thornhaven ADF Druidic Grove 

Skip Ross is a respected Algonquin Elder, an Anishinaabe from the Ottawa Valley. Since 

2001 Skip has also been known by his spirit name ―River Man Running.‖ Skip works dili-

gently to protect the Petawawa River, the river on which he was born, raised, and has sub-

sisted. Along with his spiritual teachings he has also undertaken environmental activism to 

protect wildlife, such as the American Eel and the Lake Sturgeon. 

Tracy Thillmann has been part of the Ottawa pagan community for over 8 years. A prac-

tising heathen coming from a Druidic path; she is an RMT who enjoys using her hands to 

heal, and an experienced stone mason who loves getting those hands dirty. Always looking 

to expand her practical/spiritual knowledge, she is always open to a lively conversation. 

Wyldcard aka Carole Richard is an eclectic from Sudbury. She can be found looking under 

rocks, following butterflies and squirrels, or sitting by the hearth fire listening to stories.  Or 

she could be out on an adventure, again. Or she may be stalking one of the bards for more 

stories.  Either way, she's always learning something. 
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KG Chief Forest Rangers 
 

Maryanne ―MA, Auntie M‖ Pearce—Raven‘s Knoll Owner and KG Director 

One of Canada‘s better-kept military secrets is the fact that, 

years ago, we had had our own research program to develop a 

new breed of ―super soldier.‖ One of the researchers experi-

mented with combining Mohawk and Celtic DNA. The experi-

ment was successful. Too successful, it turns out, as the subject 

bashed her way out through a reinforced concrete wall. Decades 

later, the army still has not caught up with Maryanne. This may 

be because she is currently finishing a PhD in law, and your 

average soldier rightly feels that a Celtic Mohawk legal expert 

is something he is definitely NOT paid enough to deal with. Or 

it may simply be because she has become very good at hiding 

under a giant pile of Great Pyrenees dogs.  

 

Austin ―Auz the Viking‖ Lawrence—Raven‘s Knoll Owner and KG Director 

At first glance, Auz is your typical Viking warrior: tall, blond, 

bearded. However, had he really been a Viking, he‘d have been the 

one standing in the longboat saying, ―Do we really have to do this 

pillaging and burning thing all the time? Can‘t we all just get 

along?‖ At which point he would have been tossed overboard, so 

it‘s probably a good thing he was never really a Viking. Auz does 

have the Viking tendency to laugh in the face of peril. Peril is taking 

it personally, and is sulking in the corner.  

 

Flying Monkeys (Security) 

Badger ―Chuck Norris‖ Jones – Head 

Kieran ―The Pirate‖ Green 

Jason ―Eagle Eyes‖ Perreault 

Gypsy Birch ―The Shadow Monkey‖ 

Shane ―The Shadow Shadow Monkey‖ 

Crazee Dave 

Greg ―The Hearty‖ 

Ron ―The Henchman‖ 

―Wee‖ Paul  

Viking Mike  

J.S. ―Le Stag King‖ 

Owl Post (Communications) 

Mike, Lord of Radios 

Kieran the Program Pirate 

Kat ―Pirate Queen‖ Summerbell 

Shane ―Knits With Balls‖ Hultquist 

Brynn the Social Media Butterfly 

Field Spotting Guide to KG Staff 
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The Nefarious Bunnies (Registration) 

Julie ―Honey Bunny‖ Desrosiers – Head 

Stacey ―The Celtic Singer‖ 
Sonia st Lady of Gnome Cakes 
Natalie ―Alex‘s Goddess #2‖ 
Angela ―Faery Wand‖ Jones 

Cat ―The Hydro Faery‖ 
Sammy the Giggler 
Jason ―Ja‖ Sonier 

Deb Earthsong 

Healers (Medics) 
―PB‖ aka Princess Buttercup—Head 

Ali ―Kooky‖ Keeley 

Jamie the New Guy 
Meri Fowler  

Isa & her wee dog Poppet 

The Trolls  (Maintenance) 
Brendan ―The Handy‖ Roche—Head 

Nic ―Green Faery‖ Daines 
Kai ―The Helpful‖ 

Drew ―Da Man‖ 

Joven ―Forced Labour‖ Wolf 

Munchkinland 

Laurie Benson-Waller 
Evelore Willowsong 

Rikki LaCoste 

Courtney ―The Brat‖ 

The Yägermeisters 
Kadri ―The Yägermistress‖ Weiler—Head, Kitchen 

Courtney ―The Brat‖—Head, Front 

Melissa ―Amara‖ Wright  

Elliot ―Odessa‘s Daddy‖ (his dog, people) 

Shawn ―The Early Bird‖ 

Ambre ―The Young‖ 

Haley ―Baby Brat‖ 

Emily ―The Also Young‖ 

Alex ―Cookie‖ Thomas 
Melody ―Want a puppy with your fries?‖ 

Gwen ―The Kitchen Witch‖ 
Juniper ―Hedgewitch‖ Jeni 
Rowan ―All Growed Up‖ 

Tim ―The Mayan‖ 

Summer ―No Nickname‖ Hope 

Fire Keepers 

Salamander—Head 

Grey Cat (Finally) Many lovely volunteers 

Music & Mirth 

Chris ―Jock MacGregor‖ Benson David Wolfsong the Music Thing Guy 

The Magical Carnies 

Gus, Wrangler of Helmut Helmut ―Dark Vendor‖ 

Special Undertakings 

Christine O‘Connor, Archives 

Angela ―MA‘s PA‖ Grey 
Kadri ―The Younger‖ Lawrence 

Doug ―The Ferryman‖—Chronicler 

Jordan the Tall 

Pamela Fletcher, Wisdom-Giver and  

Dowager Empress of KG 
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FESTIVAL RULES 
Please read these rules as they are meant to maintain  

the well-being and safety of  everyone attending.  

1. As Raven‘s Knoll has not yet succeeded in becoming a sovereign state, all laws of Canada 

and the Province of Ontario apply to everyone at KG. 

2. Fees for garbage and recycling are: Garbage $2/bag, $1/bag for recycling, LCBO free. No 

charge to sort your recyclables at the Green Fairies depot (behind the comfort station).  

3. No illegal substances, firearms or pyrotechnics (sparklers excepted) are allowed. 

4. If you put the safety or well-being of others at risk, creating a hazard to the site or a situation 

that could have a hazardous outcome, you will be asked to leave. 

5. KG is a safe space. Sexually aggressive or inappropriate behaviour will not be tolerated. 

6. No underage drinking of alcohol is permitted. The legal drinking age in Ontario is 19. (Years 

from past lives do not count toward legal drinking age.) 

7. Children under the age of 18 must be in the company of, OR have written permission from, a 

custodial parent or legal guardian to attend the festival. 

8. Parents are responsible for their under-18 children at all times. Parents who do not, in the 

opinion of the Festival organizers, exercise good parental care of their children will be asked 

to leave. Children under 10 must be supervised at all times. 

9. No child under age 12 may be left unattended near ANY body of water on the site. Children 

MUST be supervised by an adult at the beaches. The swimming area is not supervised so you 

swim at your own risk. No swimming in the Sacred Well. No swimming at night.  

10. Don‘t dig or create any additional fire pits or scavenge fire wood from Raven‘s Knoll prop-

erty. If personal fires are permitted, you can buy firewood at the registration office.  

11. No glass bottles around the common fire pits. Remember that dancers may be barefoot. 

12. You can use your personal canoes and kayaks, but no motorized boats are permitted during 

KG. All Ontario boating rules must be obeyed. 

13. Rule 13 is not permitted under federal, provincial and universal law. Fnord. 

14. Respect privacy. No video cameras, and do not photograph anyone, including people in the 

background, without their prior consent (even with a camera phone). This includes rituals 

and group shots. Videos and unwelcome photos will be erased, and offenders may be asked 

to leave. 

15. Smoking is strictly forbidden in all cabins, buildings and the children‘s area(s). You can 

smoke anywhere else on the site as long as you dispose of your cigarette butts in a fire-safe 

and environmentally-friendly way. (Use the butt cans provided). 

16. There is no bathing, washing of clothes or dishes, etc. in the river. (And definitely not in the 

Sacred Well.) Do not clean your dishes in the bathrooms or you will find yourself on bath-

room duty! 

17. You may be skyclad at the common fire pit at night and in your own campsite area. Be aware 

the river is public. Boats may occasionally pass by and neighbours do use the river in view 

of our beach area. In keeping with community standards, we ask that you respect the norms 

of the host/muggle community of which we are privileged to be a part, and ask that everyone 

not be naked and women not be topless in the beach area. However, the pond is clothing 

optional.  

18. Except at the discretion of the Festival Staff, please do not use electrically amplified musical 

instruments, radios, car stereos, etc. 

19. Respect our neighbours – stay on Raven‘s Knoll land. Trespassing on neighbours‘ property 

will be considered a serious transgression of hospitality. 

20. Respect yourself and others. Do not offend the Gods and Goddesses or spirits of the land. 

21. This is a private gathering; the Hosts of the festival and Stewards of the land have the right 

to enforce these rules. Anyone violating these rules shall be expelled without refund. 


